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Abstract
This thesis describes experiments on semiconductor spin physics under the influence
of diverse disorder and carrier-carrier interaction. Motivated by recent observations of
GaAs spin qubit coherence limited by hyperfine coupling to nuclear-spin ensemble fluc-
tuations, we started out to find ways to study the electron-spin nuclear-spin coupling
or to avoid the nuclear spin bath altogether. This can be done in several different ways
and here we pursued two fairly different approaches. One is the investigation of the
dynamics of nuclear spin polarization in GaAs and the other aims at spin-related effects
in graphene nanostructures which possibly have negligible nuclear spin contributions
due to the natural abundance (∼99 %) of zero-spin isotopes.
The experiments on GaAs are performed using a non-local spin injection device with
Fe ferromagnetic contacts on a degenerately n-doped epilayer. At low temperatures,
where the injected spin polarization allows dynamic polarization of the nuclear spins
via hyperfine interaction, distinct spin signals are used to study the dynamics of the
nuclear spin system both in presence and absence of net electron spin polarization.
The nuclear spin-lattice relaxation in an unpolarized environment reveals an unex-
pected breakdown of the Korringa law of nuclear spin relaxation otherwise valid for
metallic systems. This is manifested in the observed deviation from a linear temper-
ature dependence of the nuclear T1 time and is interpreted as a result of hyperfine
coupling to conduction electrons which are influenced by the interplay of disorder and
carrier-carrier interaction. This finding therefore gives important insight into the strong
influence of intimate coupling between the electron and nuclear spin sub-systems.
Transport experiments on lithographically defined graphene quantum dots are per-
formed at low temperatures. Three graphene quantum dots of different nanometer
sizes fabricated on a single graphene flake allow a detailed investigation of the size de-
pendence of the Coulomb interaction, the energy spectra, and the influence of disorder
within the nanostructures. The onset of Landau quantization in perpendicular mag-
netic fields reveals signatures of the electron-hole crossover reflecting the bandstructure
symmetry of graphene. Suppression of orbital effects by applying external magnetic
fields parallel to the sample plane allows to address spin effects of the charge transitions
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in the quantum dots. The observed field dependence of Coulomb blockade peak split-
tings is not inconsistent with the Zeeman splitting proportional to an expected g-factor
of 2. The transport data evidence strong influence of disorder supposably induced by
both charged impurities in the close vicinity of the quantum dots and by edge disorder
as a result of the fabrication process lacking precise control of the edge structures.
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1 Introduction and Motivation
The great and ongoing success of semiconductor electronics is based on an impressive
progress in integration density by miniaturization and in operation speed by use of high-
mobility devices. Altogether this had a tremendous effect on the economic success of the
semiconductor industry and lead to quite substantial changes to how we live and work
today. However, obstacles of physical nature rather than technological problems are
believed to get into the way of continuous progress of semiconductor technology in the
near future. This means that there is a strong need for new approaches to circumvent
the fundamental limits in miniaturization, power consumption and operation-speed of
charge-based devices.
Spintronics and spin quantum computation are two promising ideas for this quest and
possibly offer outstanding improvements using a combination of highly-developed elec-
tronics and the unique prospects given by the spin degree of freedom [1]. Spintronics
generally entitles the up-and-coming combination of spin properties with conventional
electronics possibly adding functionality to established devices or helping to circum-
vent the obstacles on the semiconductor road map of ever-growing operation speed,
miniaturization and cost reduction [2]. On the contrary, the ambitious field of quan-
tum computation implies a paradigm shift using coherent superpositions of quantum
mechanical states, instead of the conventional binary logic, for the realization of a
completely new kind of algorithms expected to offer an incomparable boost in compu-
tational power [3–5].
Today, spintronics and spin quantum devices are widely studied topics, which became
pretty established over the years in conventional semiconductor materials like gallium
arsenide and silicon. Gallium arsenide (GaAs) offers some technologically relevant
key aspects for present high-performance components and most likely for the new
device concepts to come, both for high-speed applications and spin-based logic and
memory devices. Due to its direct bandgap it is also the material of choice for optical
operations and opto-electronic interfaces. The modern techniques of nano-structuring
via sophisticated lithography processes on extremely clean heterostructures provides
the necessary controllability and flexibility for the study of spins in these distinct
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devices dominated by quantum effects [6, 7].
Graphene, though a zero-bandgap semiconductor only arising within the last ten
years, is another promising material which apart from prominent scientific interest
possibly is of technological importance including applications for charge, spin, and heat
transport. As graphene is a fairly new material much less is known (experimentally,
at least) about actual applicability for electronic and in particular spin-based devices.
Although graphene has already been studied for a long time theoretically and has
been first synthesized as a segregation layer on a metal surface in the 1970’s [8],
its actual stable existence has only been shown experimentally in 2004 by A. Geim
and K. Novoselov [9], awarded with the Nobel prize in 2010. Apart from many
other outstanding properties (see chapter 2.2 and [10, 11]) graphene is believed to be
superior in terms of spin coherence in a solid state system [12]. In particular, spin
qubits in graphene quantum dots are predicted to have almost ideal properties due
to comparably weak decoherence effects like low spin-orbit coupling and vanishing
hyperfine interaction in natural carbon materials [13]. Further, the unique symmetry
of the graphene bandstructure combined with the astonishing Klein-tunneling of its
massless quasi-particles facilitates a very special non-local coupling possibly enabling
fault-tolerant quantum computation [14, 15].
The subject of this thesis are investigations of spin properties in both GaAs and
graphene applicable to the field of spintronics and solid state spin quantum com-
putation [1]. The presented experiments are motivated by the quest to understand
and possibly eliminate perturbing effects that induce electron spin relaxation and limit
coherence times in spintronics and quantum computation devices. Electron and nu-
clear spin properties of GaAs are studied in an all-electrical spin transport device
over a temperature range between 20 K and down to 100 mK. In the new material
graphene, experimental investigations, though potentially very exciting, typically bare
complications in the fabrication processes and in the sample characterization. Still, we
managed to investigate confined charge carriers and their spins in graphene quantum
dot structures. Both systems share the strong influence of various kind of disorder
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and carrier-carrier interactions. Whereas current graphene nanostructures generally
all suffer from significant disorder induced by the fabrication processes, we deliberately
chose a relatively low doping level in the disordered (and interacting) regime for the
GaAs study where spin lifetimes are longest. In this low-density metallic GaAs for
instance, we observe a surprising deviation from the expected Korringa law of nuclear
spin relaxation at low temperatures which we understand as a result of the combined
influence of disorder and interactions within the electron system.
The presentation of the work is structured as follows:
The body text begins in chapter 2 with a detailed discussion of the background relevant
for our experiments, which starts with an introduction to the electronic and spin prop-
erties of gallium arsenide and graphene, respectively. In addition, the metal insulator
transition in doped semiconductors is discussed as it is of some relevance for the results
presented in chapter 4. The basics of electron and nuclear spin relaxation are given
with the focus on effects applicable to the present experiments on bulk n-doped GaAs
in chapter 3 and 4 and graphene quantum dots in chapter 5. Further, the principles of
electrical spin-injection and non-local spin valve devices are introduced.
In chapter 3, the nuclear environment of electrons in the n-doped GaAs lattice is stud-
ied at low temperatures using lateral spin-valve devices as a model system. Different
signatures of nuclear spin polarization are presented for various experimental configu-
rations, magnetic fields and temperatures.
A new method for the measurement of nuclear spin relaxation in a spin valve device
is established by the experiments presented in chapter 4. The intriguing result is
an observed invalidness of the naively expected Korringa law of linear temperature
dependence otherwise valid in an extremely wide range of metallic solids including
doped semiconductors. The possible relaxation mechanisms of the nuclear spins are
discussed and compared to our observations. Further, the experimental signatures of
inhomogeneities and dynamics of the nuclear spins in presence of polarized electrons
are discussed.
In chapter 5, low-temperature transport experiments in graphene quantum dots includ-
ing electron spin effects are presented. Three graphene quantum dots of different sizes
below 100 nm are fabricated on a single graphene flake via a combination of e-beam
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lithography and oxygen plasma-etching. The size-dependence of the transport prop-
erties of the graphene quantum dots in in-plane and perpendicular magnetic fields is
investigated. The experimental data reveal a strong influence of disorder on the trans-
port features commonly observed in state of the art graphene nanostructures. Nev-
ertheless, experimental evidence for Landau quantization in perpendicular magnetic
fields marking the electron-hole crossover and spin-related effects of in-plane fields are
observed.
Finally, future experiments, on both GaAs spin-valves and graphene quantum dots,
based on the presented findings are proposed and first experimental steps towards
improved graphene nano-structuring are shown in the outlook, chapter 6.
4
2 Background
2.1 GaAs spin- and electronic devices
For the semiconductor technology GaAs with its high carrier mobility is of interest
for specialized high-frequency applications widely used in the telecommunication in-
frastructure and in particular mobile electronic devices [16]. The GaAs crystal is a
zincblende structure and the bandstructure forms a direct bandgap of 1.42 eV between
the conduction band and two valence bands (heavy- and light hole) making it impor-
tant for many optical applications in light emitting diodes, lasers and detectors where
it acts as an opto-electronic interface [16, 17].
From the scientific point of view, GaAs is of great interest because it has proven to be
a versatile testing ground for new physics and novel device concepts. This is due to
various technical reasons among which are its possibly high carrier mobilities and the
associated extremely long mean free paths allowing ballistic transport experiments in
mesoscopic and nano-scaled devices achieved in clean growth processes of bulk crystals
and heterostructures. Semiconductor heterostructures leading to a two-dimensional
electron gas (2DEG) of charge carriers in a triangular potential well at the interface fa-
cilitate convenient electrostatic tuning of carrier densities and additional confinement
to nanostructures, like 1D wires or quantum dots, using metallic surface gates. In
these structures many exciting effects have been observed reaching from the integer
and fractional quantum Hall effect [18–20] over single-mode quantum-wire transport
[21] to realization of single electron spin relaxation times up to T1 ' 1s [22] and coher-
ent manipulation of single spins in quantum dots [7, 23, 24].
Further, the GaAs crystal properties and modern growth processes not only allow the
combination with other semiconductors (e.g. AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructures) but are
also compatible with incorporation of magnetic elements (e.g. MnGaAs) resulting in
semiconducting magnetic materials which are of technological importance for possible
future spintronics devices [1, 25]. Overall, GaAs is a promising material for the real-
ization of novel devices in the field of spintronics and spin quantum computation and
is therefore subject of many investigations.
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2.1.1 Properties of doped semiconductors
The success of semiconductor electronics relies to a great deal on the extreme tunability
of semiconductor properties by the use of doping and electrostatic gating. Doping
is done by replacing a fraction of atoms in the otherwise very clean semiconductor
lattice by atoms from neighboring groups in the periodic table. This creates either
acceptor or donor states within the bandgap of the intrinsic semiconductor. As a
consequence, the Fermi-energy is shifted towards the conduction band edge for n-
doping or the valence band edge for p-doping. Therefore it is possible to tune a specific
semiconductor material from insulating behavior, where all charge carriers are localized
at low temperatures, to a metallic state, where the Fermi-energy resides within an
(impurity-) band down to lowest temperatures. Associated with this doping range is a
change of the low-temperature conductivity by more than six orders of magnitude [26],
impressively demonstrating the great flexibility of semiconductor electronic devices.
Moreover, similar dynamic ranges are attained by tuning magnetic field or pressure
instead of doping [27, 28].
Starting from an extremely pure crystal (intrinsic SC) the T = 0 electrical properties
change by addition of doping atoms from insulating behavior, where all charge carriers
are frozen out in a completely filled band, to a regime of hopping conduction between
impurity sites described by percolation models [28]. It is clear though, that the charge
transport mechanism will change fundamentally when the density of doping atoms is
increased even further and the conductivity starts to be quasi-metallic1.
The impurity band
To understand the effect of doping on the electronic properties of semiconductors it is
necessary to recognize the influence of the donors on the band structure of the crystal.
The following discussion is focused on n-doped materials, but the effects are similar for
acceptors. After a certain doping density is reached, depending on the effective Bohr
radius of the impurity given by the host material, the randomly placed shallow impurity
states start to overlap and eventually form a quasi-continuum in the density of states
1The reason for the classification as quasi-metallic is that the zero-T conductivity is finite but
much lower than in native metals
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(DOS) at high doping densities. This is called the impurity band usually having all
features of a disordered narrow band, though it is not comprised of Bloch states due to
the absence of periodicity. In the case of compensation, meaning presence of acceptor
impurities, the Fermi level is shifted from the center of the impurity band (half filling)
towards the forbidden gap region, where states tend to be localized as a result of the
random distribution of doping sites. If we further include Coulomb interaction between
the charge carriers (e.g. using the Hubbard model) the impurity band splits into two
narrow bands separated by an energy region of strongly suppressed density of states.
In consequence one can distinguish three thermally activated transport regimes, each
having a characteristic activation energy: (i) intrinsic conduction in the conduction
band at highest T , (ii) conduction in the upper Hubbard (D−) band at intermediate
temperatures, and (iii) hopping conduction between donor sites at lowest tempera-
tures. If the doping density is high enough and compensation and disorder allow the
Fermi energy to lie in the central region of delocalized states in the impurity band,
hopping conduction will be replaced by a metallic conductivity, which accordingly is
not temperature activated.
2.1.2 The metal-insulator transition
The interaction-driven splitting of the impurity band mentioned in the previous para-
graph is closely related to theMott transition. This type of metal-to-insulator transition
(MIT) was first described by N. F. Mott [29] as a consequence of Coulomb interaction
between charge carriers energetically separating single- and double-occupied states if
the overlap integral I(r¯) of neighboring carriers with average distance r¯ is small com-
pared to the interaction. In this picture, the increase of impurity density (decrease
of r¯) leads to broadening of the upper and lower Hubbard band proportional to I(r¯)
eventually resulting in a metallic DOS distribution when both sub-bands overlap [28].
At decreased doping densities the lower impurity band is completely filled as every
donor only contributes a single charge carrier and the system is therefore insulating at
T = 0.
Another kind of MIT is a result of disorder, instead of interaction, and is called An-
derson transition [30]. The disorder which is driving the system into an insulating
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regime in this model is given by the distribution of donor energies or the random
lateral distribution of donor sites naturally present in doped semiconductors. If the
disorder strength is increased relative to the band width, a growing fraction of states
in the tails of the impurity band is bound to the donors. If the disorder exceeds some
critical value, all impurity states are localized even in this single-particle picture and
the impurities do not contribute to low-temperature transport [28].
In general, the transition in a doped semiconductor will be an Anderson-Mott tran-
sition, meaning that it is induced by the concurrent presence of both disorder and
electron-electron interaction. This specific regime, though it is very common not only
in doped semiconductors, still lacks a comprehensive theoretical description in the tran-
sition region. However, phenomenological models motivated by some experiments on
thermodynamic properties in this regime do exist. One of them is the 2-fluid model
[31–34] describing the MIT as a rather smooth transition where localized spin-moments
extent from the insulating into the metallic side of the MIT where they are in coexis-
tence with itinerant conduction electrons. This gives rise to a diverging susceptibility
and an anomaly of the specific heat (Schottky hump) close to the MIT [35] in agree-
ment with experiments on doped IV-semiconductors [34, 36]. Which mechanism is
actually forming these localized moments in the metallic phase and further stabilizes
them against Kondo-screening by the conduction electrons or quenching by RKKY
interaction is a question still lacking a conclusive answer.
A modern theoretical approach to this specific regime might be statistical dynamic
mean field theory [37]. With this method the influence of both the electron-electron
interactions and disorder can be included simultaneously leading to a non-Fermi liquid
phase on the metallic side of the MIT characterized by the coexistence of localized
and delocalized electron states. This phase has been shown to be closely related to
the Griffith’s phase of heavy fermion systems [35, 38] and its specific properties are
therefore not captured by any model within a simple free-electron gas picture [39]. This
means that special care has to be taken when applying physical laws derived for purely
metallic systems to materials in this specific regime.
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2.2 The physical properties of graphene
The group IV element carbon is among the most important elements we know, as it
is the fundament of all organic chemistry and with that for life. The great variety of
chemical and physical properties found in the virtually unlimited diversity of carbon
structures is primarily given by the underlying bonding among the atoms and by their
dimensionality.
The solid-state allotropes of carbon are divided into two classes. First there is the
diamond class where all atoms form four covalent bonds via sp3-hybridized orbitals.
The resulting pure crystal has very prominent mechanic and optical properties but is
an insulator as all valence electrons participate in forming the lattice. Via insertion
of impurities diamond turns into a wide-bandgap semiconductor and the unique NV-
centers, a combination of a nitrogen impurity with a neighboring vacancy, has attracted
much research interest as they form very stable single-spin systems [40, 41].
The second class comprises all allotropes made up of sp2-hybridized carbon atoms which
are therefore covalently bond to three partners leaving the fourth valence electrons to
form delocalized pi-systems. This makes these materials generally well conducting and
mechanically very stable as the tight covalent bonds making up the trigonal lattice are
even stronger than within diamond. The prototype in this class is a single-atom thick
layer of carbon atoms in a honeycomb structure of hexagons, called graphene. A stack
of graphene layers, weakly coupled by van-der-Waals forces, forms the 3D structure
graphite, well-known for ages. Particular important carbon structures results from
stacking of two (bilayer) or three (trilayer) graphene layers forming the intermediate
system between graphene and graphite but having special features. By rolling up
a narrow graphene layer and reconnecting the carbon bonds one-dimensional carbon
nanotubes are obtained [42]. Further, by incorporation of pentagons into the honey-
comb lattice a curvature is geometrically induced eventually forming zero-dimensional
fullerenes [43].
Here, we focus on the physics of graphene dominated by its prominent bandstructure
and the strictly two-dimensional nature together evoking an anomalous quantum Hall
effect [44, 45] and possibly mimic features of quantum electrodynamics on the solid-
state level [46].
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2.2.1 The Dirac spectrum of graphene
The hexagonal lattice of graphene has primitive lattice vectors a1 = a0(1, 0) and a2 =
a0(
1
2
,
√
3
2
) which form the unit cell containing two atoms A and B with a distance
a0 = 1.42 Å. The reciprocal lattice is again hexagonal. The important features of
the bandstructure at low energies can be obtained by tight-binding methods using a
linear combination of Bloch wavefunctions Ψn(k, r) =
∑
i bi e
ik·rΦi(r) set up from the
atomic pz-orbital wavefunctions Φi(r) at site i [47]. Generally, the eigen-energies are
then given by
En(k) =
〈
Ψn|Hˆ|Ψn
〉
〈Ψn|Ψn〉 (1)
and the eigen-value problem has a simple solution when only considering nearest-
neighbor interaction with the overlap integral s = 〈ΦA(rA)|ΦB(rB)〉 and the nearest-
neighbor hopping amplitude γh =
〈
ΦA(rA)|Hˆ|ΦB(rB)
〉
. Setting the on-site energies of
the atomic wavefunctions to zero one gets the result
E(k) =
± γh|α(k)|
1± s|α(k)| , (2)
|α(k)| =
√√√√1 + 4 cos(3aky
2
)
cos
(√
3akx
2
)
+ 4 cos2
(√
3akx
2
)
. (3)
This is plotted within the first Brillouin zone in Fig. 1 using γh = −2.9 eV and s = 0.1
where the latter (s 6= 0) induces the slight asymmetry between electron and hole states
away from zero energy [47, 48]. The low-energy dispersion at the symmetry points
K,K′ is obtained by a linear expansion using k = K + κ and E(k) = E(K) + (κ) =
(κ), where κ is the wavevector measured relative to the K(K′) point. This gives the
eigen-energies
(κ) = ±3γha0
2~
|κ| , (4)
which is equivalent to (κ) = ±~vF |κ| as the velocity of the wavepaket at the Fermi
energy is given by vF = ~−1∂/∂κ ≈ 106 m/s [49]. This linear dispersion reflects
the massless nature of the low-energy quasi-particles in graphene which is therefore
analogous to relativistic Dirac particles except for the reduced velocity vF ' 1300 vc, vc
being the speed of light. The effective value of vF has been found to be slightly changed
upon inclusion of interaction making the Dirac cones around K, K’ more narrow [50].
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Figure 1: Dirac spectrum of graphene. The bandstructure of graphene (left) as
calculated by the tight-binding method given by equation (2) and (3) using a nearest-
neighbor hopping integral of γh = −2.9 eV and an overlap integral s = 0.1 giving the
asymmetry between the pi-bonding and the pi∗-antibonding band. The Brillouin zone
center is at Γ and M is at the saddle point between the characteristic cones at the
zone boundary. To the right the 2D dispersion with the degeneracy points at K,K′ is
shown within the first Brillouin zone [51]. The linear dispersion at low energies results
in the massless nature of the quasi-particles in graphene.
Further, at higher energies the three-fold lattice symmetry leads to trigonal warping of
the Dirac cones.
The bandstructure of graphene is therefore very distinctive and also differs from bilayer
and trilayer graphene systems which have a non-zero band mass due to band curvature
induced by the interlayer coupling.
2.2.2 Chirality and Klein tunneling
The linear dispersion around the K, K’ points is not enough to understand the intriguing
properties of graphene. The effective Hamiltonian with eigenvalues given in equation
(4) can be written in the form of a Dirac-Weyl Hamiltonian
HˆK = ±~vF σˆ · κ (5)
with the Pauli matrices σˆ = (σx, σy) acting on the pseudo-spin vector (ΦA,ΦB) [52].
As it turns out, this Hamiltonian has eigenvectors which have their two-component
spinor (ΦA,ΦB) coupled to the direction of the momentum κ:(
ΦA
ΦB
)
=
1√
2
(±eiϕ/2
e−iϕ/2
)
, (6)
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with the angel ϕ = arg(κx + iκy). This is a direct consequence of the sublattice
symmetry of graphene and implies that around the symmetry points right-moving
states (∂/∂κ > 0) are comprised of wavefunctions ΦA whereas left-movers (∂/∂κ < 0)
are comprised of wavefunctions ΦB [53]2. This helical nature of the quasi-particles is
called the chirality of graphene. Another result of the dependence of the eigenvectors on
the direction of the momentum is the appearance of a sign-change upon a 2pi rotation
in k-space (eipi = −1) indicating a Berry’s phase of pi, a characteristic feature of spinors
(e.g. real physical spin of an electron).
The chirality of the quasi-particles has an important effect on the transport properties
of graphene. For example, the intrinsic mobility is expected to be very large since a
backscattering event requires an inter-valley transition with large momentum transfer
or a pseudo-spin flip which can only be induced by short range impurity potentials
differing between sublattice A and B [54].
A related effect of the chirality is the transmission through a barrier with probability
one (at normal incidence). This is the well-known Klein paradox of relativistic particles
[55]. In graphene this results from the fact that any electron impinging on a barrier
meets a counter-propagating hole within the barrier region with the same pseudo-spin
enabling perfect tunneling [53, 56, 57].
Combined with the absence of a bandgap in graphene, it is therefore not possible to
confine charge carriers by local electrostatic gating, a versatile technique widely used in
conventional, gapped 2D systems to create local barriers defining quantum wires, quan-
tum point contacts or quantum dots. Hence, for the study of similar nanostructures in
graphene it is necessary to employ alternative techniques of confinement, one of which
is presented in chapter 5 where graphene structures are cut down to nanometer-sized
samples which possibly gives rise to a confinement gap and allows disorder induced
Coulomb blockade effects.
2In other words: the pseudo-spin vector is parallel to the momentum for electrons and anti-parallel
for holes in graphene.
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Minimum conductivity of graphene
Another aspect of the transport properties of Dirac particles linked to the inability
of 2D localization due to the chirality and Klein tunneling is the conductivity at zero
energy. From a classical point of view the conductivity σ(E = 0) at the Dirac point
given by the Einstein relation σ = e2ρ(EF )Dc , with the charge diffusion constant
Dc, is expected to be zero due to a vanishing density of states ρ(EF ). However, a
quantum description predicts a finite conductivity of σ0 = 4pi
e2
h
even at zero density
with the factor 4 accounting for spin and valley degeneracy [58, 59]. This value is
considered universal for infinite graphene without interaction and disorder [60, 61]. In
experiments, the Dirac point is typically not accessible due to charge inhomogeneities
leading to broadening and an effective minimum residual density ns at the charge
neutrality point (CNP). Even for high-mobility samples, where ns is typically small,
the observed minimum conductivity is spread with typical σmin & 3 e
2
h
[45, 62–64] and
the non-universality (and e.g. the missing pi) is attributed to effects of sample geometry
[58] or charged impurities [65, 66].
Due to the ultra-thin (2D) nature of graphene the whole system can be considered to
be at the surface and therefore it is extremely susceptible to all kinds of disturbances
from the outside: charged impurities on top and below the graphene layer or within
the substrate, dislocations within the lattice, ripples and phonons. All of them will
influence the conductivity measured at the CNP and might contribute to the formation
of electron-hole puddles observed close to the CNP giving rise to the residual density
ns and a percolation network of n- and p-doped regions [67].
Figure 2 shows measurement data from a 1 µm wide graphene Hall-bar device3 with an
aspect ratio of 1:3 (see SEM picture in inset Fig. 2) taken at T = 4K. The carrier density
n is tuned by the applied backgate voltage VBG with n = αVBG and α = 7.9 × 1010
V−1cm−2 . The prefactor α was extracted from the backgate dependence of the Hall
slopes (ρxy(B) = Ben) in perpendicular magnetic fields and is consistent with a simple
parallel plate capacitor model. We observe the expected linear density dependence of
the conductivity following the Drude model σ − σ0 = e µ n with a constant mobility µ
3The large area graphene flakes presented in the thesis are purchased from Graphene Industries
Ltd., Manchester. More information on the sample fabrication are given in chapter 5.2.
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Figure 2: Field effect and minimum conductivity in a graphene Hall-bar
device. Four-terminal conductivity (red) of a 1 µm wide Hall bar device (inset: SEM
picture) as a function of density, tuned by the backgate voltage, at T = 4 K (current
bias of 1 nA). Apart from the expected linear density dependence (see line fit, black) for
intermediate densities, we observe a saturation close to charge neutrality with a finite
value of σxx ∼ 6× e2/h corresponding to a residual minimum density ni ∼ 1.1 × 1011
cm−2.
for moderate densities (see line fit, black). Around the CNP the conductivity saturates
at a finite value of ∼ 6 e2/h, which indicates a corresponding minimum residual density
ns = 1.1 × 1011 cm−2 at the CNP when compared to the fitted Drude model. These
findings are consistent with theory models for the influence of charged impurities [65]
and with similar experiments [66, 68] on samples where ns is not explicitly low. The
sample quality of our device is fairly limited as indicated by an average mobility of ∼
2000 cm2/Vs extracted from Hall measurements at a density of n = 1 × 1012 cm−2 in
low perpendicular magnetic fields. The sub-linearity of σxx at elevated densities, where
long-range charged-impurity potentials are effectively screened, is generally referred
to an increasing influence of ripples and short-range scattering away from the CNP
[62, 66, 69].
2.2.3 The anomalous quantum Hall effect in graphene
When graphene is placed in a magnetic field, the according action is incorporated into
the Hamiltonian given in equation (5) by the customary substitution of the momentum
operator κ = −i∇→ − i∇ + e
h
A , where A is the vector potential of the field. This
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Figure 3: Probing the Dirac spectrum of graphene via magnetotransport. a,
Longitudinal resistivity and transversal conductivity measured in a perpendicular field
of 9 T. The dashed lines indicate the expected values of the half-integer quantum Hall
effect. The inset shows Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations at high hole-density and large
fields. b, Longitudinal resistivity as a function of backgate voltage (∝ density) and
perpendicular magnetic field. The characteristic Landau-level fan reflects the electron-
hole symmetry and the Dirac physics of the graphene charge carriers. c, Analysis of
the Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations pattern shown in b,. Plotted is the LL index versus
n/B of the according maxima in ρxx expected to give a line according to equation
(9). The solid line is a fit giving good agreement with expectations (see text) with
α = 1.046 (±0.008) mT µm2 and β = −0.585±0.031 to be compared with conventional
2D systems with a Berry’s phase of integer multiples of 2pi (dashed line, β=0).
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results in a Landau level (LL) spectrum given by [70]
EN = ±vF
√
2e~B |N | (7)
with the LL indices N = 0,±1,±2, ... . Compared to conventional 2D systems with
E(N) = ~ωC(N + 12) there are two strong distinctions. First, equation (7) allows a
Landau level at zero energy which is comprised on equal parts of electrons and holes,
directly reflecting the bandstructure symmetry and therefore is also observed in bilayer
graphene4. Second, the Landau levels are not equally spaced in energy, a consequence
of the linear increase of the density of states. As the surface potential at the edges of
the sample increases the energy of the electrons whereas it equally decreases the energy
of the holes the zeroth LL is split and forms separate edge states of transport for the
two types of carriers. Accordingly, the first edge state above (or below) E = 0 has
only half the degeneracy of the edge states of higher LLs which are solely comprised of
electron or hole states with a degeneracy of four (spin + valley) [45]. This gives a half-
integer sequence (in units of 4 e2
h
) of transverse conductivity plateaus in the quantum
Hall regime:
σxy = 4
e2
h
(N +
1
2
) , (8)
where the factor of 4 again accounts for the degeneracy of spin and pseudo-spin in
graphene. From the theoretical perspective, this shifted sequence is a manifestation of
a Berry’s phase of pi in graphene.
A typical measurement is shown for our Hall-bar device in Fig. 3a, varying the charge
carrier density with the applied VBG at 9 Tesla. The peaks in ρxx (blue) at the LL-
energies following eq. (7) where scattering between edge-states through the bulk is
allowed and the quantized plateaus in σxy (red) given by eq. (8) as indicated by the
dashed lines nicely agree with the expectations. As the Landau levels are broadened by
disorder and temperature, the plateaus at higher N get smeared out and the peaks in
ρxx start to overlap since the LL spacing shrinks following equation (7). The influence
of small angle scattering by disorder on the LL width can be used to test the strength of
disorder in graphene devices. In chapter 5, we use this to check the homogeneity of the
4In bilayer graphene the inter-layer symmetry can be broken by a potential difference between the
layers which induces a bandgap and leads to the disappearance of the zeroth Landau level [71]
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disorder potential across a large area graphene flake with several devices. The longitu-
dinal resistivity ρxx (blue) quite prominently marks the zero-energy LL at VBG ≈ 11.0
V indicating (chemical) hole-doping possibly due to adsorbates or fixed charges in the
environment both of which are possible sources of charge inhomogeneities. Further tests
of the Dirac spectrum in graphene are possible via measurements of the Shubnikov-de
Haas (SdH) oscillations of ρxx (see inset Fig. 3a) as a function of density n and magnetic
field B shown in Fig. 3b. Theory predicts an oscillation pattern [44, 45]
∆ρxx = A · cos
[
2pi
(
α
n
B
+
1
2
+ β
)]
(9)
where α = Φ0
f
is the magnetic flux quantum Φ0 = 4.14 mT µm2 divided by the band
degeneracy f and β is the Berry’s phase in units of 2pi. In Fig. 3c the analysis of the
data from 3b is shown (red) and a line fit (solid black) giving α = 1.046 (±0.008)
mT µm2 and β = −0.585 ± 0.031 is in very good agreement with the theory for
graphene including a degeneracy of f = 4 (α = 1.035 mT µm2) and a Berry’s phase
of pi (β = ν 1
2
; ν = ±1,±3,±5, ...). The slight deviation from the exact theory values
possibly reflects the uncertainty resulting from smearing of the SdH oscillations due to
LL broadening.
2.2.4 Graphene nanoribbons: bandgaps and magnetic edge states
The absence of a bandgap in graphene is considered a major drawback when thinking
of electronic applications and devices. In conventional semiconductor electronics the
inherent energy gap provides the possibility to switch between conduction states with
high on/off ratios and it is therefore at the heart of the functionality of almost every
semiconductor electronic device. Further, a bandgap facilitates a plenty of mesoscopic
devices like 2DEGs at semiconductor interfaces and additional confinement via local
electrostatic gates.
Several ways to overcome the gapless nature of graphene are theoretically predicted
and a number of approaches have been investigated experimentally: (i) breaking of
the sublattice symmetry via interaction with a particular substrate (SiC) [72, 73] or
(ii) breaking of the layer symmetry via asymmetric doping of a bilayer system [74, 75]
and (iii) changing of the bandstructure by introducing additional boundary conditions
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in narrow graphene ribbons [76–79]. In close analogy to semiconducting carbon nan-
otubes a non-vanishing bandgap is predicted for narrow stripes of graphene (graphene
nanoribbons (GNR)) with a width w . 100 nm. This finite-size effect results from the
periodic boundary conditions for the calculation of eigen-states allowing only a discrete
set of wavevectors kq within the Brillouin zone. For all widths w giving kq not matching
with K,K′ a resulting gap is estimated to be twice the quantization induced subband
splitting [47, 80, 81]:
∆E = 2pi~vF/w . (10)
This analysis predicts armchair-terminated GNR to be semiconducting only if the
number of atomic A-B pairs across the ribbon width is N = 3n− 2 or N = 3n and n
is integer. For zigzag-terminated GNR this predicts no gap, as in this direction kq = 0
always cuts through the K-points where the conduction and valence band merge. In
these cases (zz-GNR) a flat band at E = 0 of states localized at the edges is calculated
making additional effects of carrier-carrier interaction very important.
More elaborated ab-initio and local spin density approximation calculations in fact
predict a non-zero bandgap of similar size for both termination directions with a 1/w
dependence and additionally magnetic states at the zigzag edges [82–84]. The strong
Coulomb interaction within the flat band of a narrow zigzag GNR results in an anti-
ferromagnetic ground state with opposite spin polarization of the two opposed edges
made up of the two different sublattices [11].
A situation more relevant for most of the current experiments is the one of straight
edges with uncontrolled directions giving uncontinuous edge-termination as most ex-
periments up to now do not allow atomical precise structuring. Calculations suggest the
zigzag edge-states to be quite generic [11, 85], but show strong tendency to complete lo-
calization even upon small edge disorder which therefore might dominate the transport
properties in such situations [80, 86, 87]. Hence, transport experiments on nanostruc-
tured graphene today generally show gap-like features induced by (edge- and charge-)
disorder and localization via Coulomb interaction effects. Therefore, interpretation in
terms of the appearance and the size of a possible bandgap remains inconclusive as
it turns out very difficult to avoid these localization effects. Nevertheless, some ex-
perimental approaches to fabricate GNRs with controlled edge termination have been
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shown to be quite promising. The different techniques include unzipping carbon nan-
otubes [88], selective (anisotropic) dry-etching [89], or exfoliation of natural GNRs [90].
The latter attempt relies on the fact that cautious mechanical exfoliation might lead to
preferred ripping of the graphene layers along symmetry directions of the crystal [91].
First steps in this direction done in our lab are described in chapter 6.
Further experimental features of nanometer-sized graphene devices probed by low-
temperature transport are presented and discussed in chapter 5.
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2.3 Electron spins in semiconductors
After the materials used in our experiments are introduced in the preceding chapters
we now can look into the physics of the electron and nuclear spins in these systems.
For this purpose the discussion is limited to mechanisms relevant for the experimental
situations of the later chapters, namely in graphene and in bulk, n-doped GaAs at low
temperatures.
The quantum mechanical degree of freedom spin, a quantity with no classical analog,
with its inherent magnetic moment has gained a lot of interest in the field of condensed
matter physics and electronics during the last decades. The spin and spin-related phe-
nomena developed from its first observations and fundamental theoretical description
into one of the widest studied subjects in today’s fundamental and applied research.
In GaAs, both the electrons with the spin quantum number s = 1
2
and the holes with
the effective spin s = 3
2
provide interesting spin-related effects to be studied. The sym-
metry of the graphene lattice, however, results in the spin s = 1
2
for both the electrons
and holes. Here, we report on experiments on n-doped GaAs and graphene, and there-
fore the focus lies on situations with s = 1
2
. The spin, as it is coupled to the electron
with charge e and it carries a magnetic moment of µ, can undergo a number of differ-
ent interactions in a solid state environment. For the experiments in the subsequent
chapters the relevant effects include Zeeman coupling to magnetic fields, exchange in-
teraction, spin-orbit (SO) interaction, and hyperfine interaction with nuclear spins of
the host material, which are therefore introduced in the following.
2.3.1 Electron spin interactions in semiconductors
Zeeman interaction
The Zeeman interaction of the electrons in solid-state systems is given by the classical
coupling of its magnetic moment µ = ⇀gµBS (µB is the Bohr magneton) to an external
magnetic field B given by the Hamilton operator
HˆZ =
⇀
gµB Sˆ ·B, (11)
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where ⇀g is the isotropic g-tensor of the specific material with a value close to the
free-electron situation of +2.0 in graphene [92, 93] and with a value of -0.44 at the
conduction band edge of GaAs due to a relatively large spin-orbit coupling energy5
of ∆SO = 0.341 meV. The Zeeman term therefore provides two ways to access the
spin in an experiment: first and most important, a magnetic field can be used to
energetically separate spin states proportional to the specific ⇀g and second, a position
dependent g-tensor resulting from modifications in the local environment results in a
lateral variation of the Zeeman splitting enabling controlled precession of the spins by
time-dependent gate voltage modulations laterally shifting the electron wavefunction
[95].
Exchange interaction
Exchange interaction results from the combination of Coulomb repulsion and the an-
tisymmetric wavefunction of fermions. It therefore provides a rather indirect coupling
between the spins of the electrons. Apart from the important case of coupling to mag-
netic impurities in dilute magnetic semiconductors (e.g. GaMnAs) it is mostly relevant
for localized electron states like at ionized impurities or in quantum dots as it scales
with the wavefunction overlap of the interacting carriers. Nevertheless, for itinerant
carriers there is an exchange effect resulting from the Hartree-Fock self-energy term,
which is only important in the case of spin polarization where it results in a quite large
effective magnetic field along the direction of the spin polarization and can lead to a
considerable increase of the electron spin lifetime [96, 97].
In terms of interaction strength an extra comment on graphene is in order. The inter-
action parameter rS is a general measure of the relative importance of carrier-carrier
interaction given by the ratio of the average Coulomb energy and the Fermi energy and
reaches from rs < 1 for weakly interacting systems to rs  1 for strong interaction. In
graphene rs is independent of the density n as both EC and EF are ∝
√
n as a result
of the linear energy dispersion of equation (4):
rS =
e2
κ ~vF
, (12)
5For semiconductors with s-type bands: g = 2.0− δg ; δg ∝ ∆SOEg(Eg+∆SO) [94]
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with the effective dielectric constant κ and the constant Fermi velocity vF ≈ 106 m/s
of graphene. This contrasts conventional 2D systems with parabolic band dispersion
where rS ∝ 1√n . Further, according to equation (12) graphene has a maximal rS value of
2.2 in vacuum (0.8 for one-side support on SiO2) and is therefore generally considered
as only weakly interacting in most experimental situations [98] also making exchange
interaction unimportant in graphene.
Spin-orbit interaction
The spin-orbit interaction (SOI) is very often the most important one for the electron
spin dynamics in semiconductors. It stems from the relativistic effect of an effective
magnetic field Bi = me~ Ω(k) felt by an electron moving with momentum p = ~k in
the potential landscape V (r) of surrounding charges:
HˆSO =
1
2
Ω(k) · σˆ, (13)
where σˆ are the Pauli matrices and the precession vector Ω(k) reflects the lattice
potential symmetry. SOI therefore provides a coupling of the spin to V (r) given by
the crystal lattice, phonons, defects and any symmetry-breaking, external potential
(e.g. at heterostructure interfaces or electrostatic gates). In GaAs, Ω(k) is an odd
function of k reflecting the space inversion asymmetry of the zinc-blende structure. In
general, for unstrained III - V semiconductors SOI in the bulk is usually dominated
by the Dresselhaus coupling Ωi = 2γD ki(k2j − k2k) with the Dresselhaus coefficient γD
(in GaAs γD ' 9 eV Å3 [99]) and the components i, j, k along the different crystal
axis [100], [010], [001] given by cyclic permutation. At surfaces and heterostructure
interfaces the built-in electric field can also result in a significant spin-orbit interaction,
called Rashba SO-coupling. The SO-field of both terms in GaAs is depending on the
propagation direction of the charge carriers.
In graphene the intrinsic SOI, induced by the intra-atomic Coulomb potential, is associ-
ated with a very small energy . 24 µeV due to the small atomic number Z=6 of carbon
[100, 101]. However, transverse electric fields (Rashba-type SOI) and local curvature
(rippled graphene) can give effective contributions on the same order of magnitude
[102]. The latter effect leads to the rather large SO-splittings (≈ 0.3 meV) observed
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in carbon nanotubes with a diameter of a few nanometers [103] which is much smaller
than the typical curvature radius R > 30 nm of rippled graphene [67, 102, 104]. Even
though the curvature of the ripples in overall flat graphene might average out over
the device area, charge carriers will still be exposed to small locally fluctuating SO-
fields. Nevertheless, SOI in graphene is expected to be among the weakest of relevant
solid-state systems.
Hyperfine interaction
The hyperfine interaction (HF) constitutes the coupling of the spin (S) and orbital (L)
angular momentum of the electrons with the nuclear spin momentum I. As the nuclear
magnetic moment is very small ( µN ∼ 10−3µB ) mostly states with s-wave symmetry
having non-zero wavefunction amplitude Ψ(R) at the nucleus site give relevant con-
tributions. At the same time, these s-like states have a negligible angular momentum
and the hyperfine interaction reads
HˆHF =
∑
n
A v0 |Ψ(Rn)|2 Sˆ · Iˆn, (14)
with the sum over all nucleus sites Rn within the unit cell volume v0.6 In GaAs the
average hyperfine coupling constant A ' 90 µeV [105] and with that more than two
orders of magnitude larger than in silicon. This points out the great importance of the
nuclear spin environment in GaAs spin-related devices.
In natural graphene, which is comprised of the two stable isotopes 12C and 13C with the
relative abundances of 99:1, only the latter has a non-zero nuclear moment. Therefore,
the hyperfine interaction is negligible in graphene except for 13C-enriched samples (e.g.
CVD-grown graphene from isotope enriched hydrocarbons [106]) where the hyperfine
coupling constant A is expected to be ≈ 1 µeV [12].
2.3.2 Electron spin relaxation in semiconductors
All the interactions listed above facilitate various spin relaxation mechanisms lead-
ing to different regimes of the electron spin dynamics in a semiconductor, primarily
6In chapter 4.7.6 we use the resulting probability at a given site R: |φ(R)|2 = v0 |Ψ(R)|2
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governed by the carrier density (intrinsic, non-degenerate, degenerate regime) and tem-
perature. Time-dependent fluctuations of the effective magnetic fields can induce spin
relaxation, where longitudinal fluctuations induce dephasing (T2 process) due to the
variation in precession frequency and transversal ones lead to relaxation (T1 process)7.
Furthermore, the spins in the semiconductor can also relax spontaneously, e.g. via
SO-mediated emission of phonons, not requiring any magnetic interaction.
As spin-orbit coupling results in a mixture of the spin states in the electronic eigenstates
(e.g. Ψk↑ = (αk(r) |↑〉+βk(r) |↓〉) eikr ; |β|  1) , the spin is no longer a good quantum
number for large SOI. In this situation, the propagating spins will be perturbed by the
electric field of a (non-magnetic) scattering center (e.g. at the impurity site) [108].
This is called Elliot-Yafet (EY) relaxation and typically gives a spin relaxation rate
[109]
τ−1SO = A τ
−1
p , (15)
where τ−1p is the momentum scattering rate and the prefactor A is depending on the
relative value of SO-splitting and the semiconductor bandgap [110].
Further, the anisotropic nature of the SO-coupling in materials lacking bulk inversion
symmetry results in the momentum dependent precession vectors Ω(k). This opens
a relaxation channel by spin-precession around axes randomly changing with scatter-
ing into different momentum states. The resulting decay of the spin states is called
D’yakonov-Perel’ (DP) relaxation. Doped semiconductors are mostly in the regime of
strong scattering, 〈ω0〉 τp  1, resulting in the motional-narrowing spin flip rate8
τ−1SO ∝
〈
ω20
〉
τp (16)
as a consequence of a random walk of the electron spin on the Bloch sphere due to
the fluctuation of the wavevector dependent precession axes given by the SO effective
field Bi which is constant in between scattering events. Thus, the D’yakonov-Perel’
7Typically, spin decay is described using the Markov approximation where the correlation time
τc of the fluctuations is short compared to the average precession frequency 〈ω0〉, e.g. 〈ω0〉 τc  1.
Though, there might also be a relevant Non-Markovian regime when spin relaxation results from
hyperfine coupling to a slowly varying nuclear spin bath [107].
8τSO is the time required to accumulate to a phase of pi by the number of random walk steps
N(t) = t/τp each leading to a phase change of δΦ = 〈ω0〉 τp: Φ(τSO) = δΦ
√
N(τSO) ≡ 1.
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mechanism leads to longer spin lifetimes for stronger momentum scattering, opposite
to the Elliot-Yafet mechanism. This quite intuitively reflects the fact that the DP
relaxation acts between momentum scattering events whereas with the EY mechanism
the spin relaxation occurs at the scattering events. The DP relaxation is typically
important in n-doped III-IV semiconductors for temperatures down to a few Kelvin
where the charge carriers still occupy extended states. In semiconductors with small
bandgaps and large SO-splitting EY-relaxation is of increased importance, e.g. in
InSb [108].
For clean, intrinsic graphene the DP mechanism should be much more important than
EY-relaxation (τEY /τDP ≈ (kF `)2 ≈ 300)[111, 112]. At very low density, and high mo-
bility, the spin lifetime will be additionally limited by a relaxation mechanism via fluc-
tuating, effective fields induced by lateral corrugation (ripples) or strain [112]. These
local gauge fields create an additional kind of SO-relaxation fairly specific to graphene.
However, the experimental results seem to contrast the expectations in that the DP
relaxation only dominates in bilayer graphene, whereas in single layer graphene the
EY-mechanism is fastest presumably due to short-range impurity scattering (adatoms)
[113]. Therefore, the longest spin relaxation times up to now are found in bilayer
graphene (τs . 3 ns)[113, 114] and single layer graphene devices do not meet the
expectations of large spin lifetimes up to now.
Another special system in terms of spin relaxation are p-doped semiconductors where
the Bir-Aronov-Pikus (BAK) relaxation mechanism becomes the most efficient at low
temperatures. This BAK relaxation results from electron-hole exchange interaction
due to conduction-band valence-band mixing [115, 116]. In n-doped semiconductors
this is always negligible in lack of a significant hole density.
In intrinsic or low-doped GaAs, where most charge carriers are localized at impurities
or ionized dopants, and for spins in semiconductor quantum dots, dephasing and relax-
ation via hyperfine interaction is an efficient process [107]. On the one hand, the free
induction decay of an ensemble of non-interacting spins due to a random Overhauser
field of the nuclear moments can be echoed away as the long-lived nuclei create a quasi-
static environment. On the other hand, temporal fluctuations of the Overhauser field
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driven by nuclear dipole-dipole interaction or by variation of the hyperfine coupling it-
self cannot be harnessed by the echo technique and do lead to spin relaxation which can
only be damped by more elaborated field pulsing [117, 118]. Electron spin relaxation
via hyperfine coupling is therefore often one major source of limited coherence in con-
fined semiconductor systems. In bulk degenerately doped semiconductors, instead, the
hyperfine interaction mediates a very weak spin-flip scattering and therefore provides
a negligible relaxation channel compared to the dominant SO-relaxation mechanisms
as discussed above.
In a situation where different local moments are weakly coupled, exchange interac-
tion can relax the spins whereas hopping between the electron sites leads to motional
narrowing. This is usually the situation of n-doped semiconductors right below the
metal-insulator transition (MIT) or in coupled states in nanostructures, e.g. double
quantum dots.
In semiconductor nanostructures like nanowires, quantum dots or quantum point con-
tacts other spin relaxation mechanisms like spin-phonon scattering and relaxation due
to g-factor inhomogeneity or due to a spatial confinement-potential can become es-
pecially important [6, 110]. As the spin valve experiments under consideration are
performed in bulk GaAs at low temperatures, these effects are not discussed in more
detail here. In graphene, except for the gauge field effects induced by static ripples
(quenched phonons), spin-phonon scattering is supposed to be negligible due to the
weak SOI, allowing µm-long spin relaxation lengths even at room-temperature cur-
rently limited by extrinsic spin scattering [111–113, 119].
2.4 Nuclear spins in semiconductors
Apart from the electron spins in the GaAs lattice there are also nuclear moments of the
isotopes 69Ga, 71Ga, and 75As present which all carry a nuclear spin I = 3
2
. In natural
graphene only 1% of the atoms in the lattice are 13C having a non-zero nuclear spin
(I[13C] = 1
2
, I[12C]= 0) and are therefore not discussed further in the remainder of this
chapter. All the nuclear moments (with I6=0) undergo interactions with the electronic
system (as already mentioned above), the lattice and within the nuclear spin system
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itself.
Due to the absence of electrostatic dipole moments of the nuclei, the only possible
electrostatic coupling to the electron charges is via quadrupolar moments present for
I ≥ 1. Further, quadrupolar couplings are zero for cubic environments for symmetry
reasons [120]. However, in a zinc-blende crystal like GaAs the quadrupolar coupling
provides an important relaxation channel via phonons at high temperatures as will be
discussed in chapter 2.5.
The more important nuclear spin interactions are of magnetic type. First, there is the
classical dipole-dipole (DD) coupling between neighboring nuclear magnetic moments.
This interaction depends on the magnitude and direction of the moments µi = γi~ Ii
and on the vector ri,j between the positions of the interacting dipole moments i and j,
giving the according Hamiltonian for the total system
HˆDD =
∑
i<j
γiγj~2
r3i,j
Iˆi · Iˆj − 3
(
Iˆi · ri,j
)(
Iˆj · ri,j
)
r2i,j
 . (17)
With this, one can identify an effective local dipole field Bid felt by any nuclear moment
µi caused by the surrounding nuclei, writing HˆDD = −
∑
i
µi · Bid. This DD coupling
leads to motional narrowing in liquids and gases, where ri,j is a rapid function of time.
In solids however, the DD interaction with many (potentially different) neighboring
moments leads to a broad distribution of Larmor-frequencies. As µn ∝ 10−3µB and
ri,j ∝ Å the local dipole field in GaAs is of the order of Gauss (Bd . 0.21 mT ), if all
dipolar and exchange couplings are included [105] and is therefore negligible compared
to the nuclear Zeeman energy except for very small or zero external fields.
The magnetic coupling of the nuclear moments to the electron system generally consists
of two major contributions. One is the coupling to the orbital angular momentum of
the electron charge, called chemical shift, and one stems from the interaction with the
magnetic field created by the spin moments of delocalized electrons, called Knight shift.
The former, giving substantial effects for many free atoms, is evidently zero for s-state
electron orbits (L=0) and usually vanishes for solid state systems due to quenching
of the orbital momentum by the surrounding charges in the lattice. The Knight shift
is a result of the hyperfine coupling to s-band electrons responsible for the drastic
differences of the environment of the nuclei in a metal and in an insulator, and further
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mediates a second order coupling between nuclear moments via the electronic system.
As we are interested in nuclear spin effects in metallic and semiconducting solid state
systems we focus on the electron-spin nuclear-spin hyperfine interaction as the coupling
mechanism.
2.4.1 The Fermi contact interaction
As already mentioned above, the magnetic coupling between the magnetic moments
of the electron and the nuclear spin is very small but still is important in terms of
the interactions of the nuclei in system of delocalized electrons - and in some cases
the most important one, as it will turn out later. Further, the description with the
dipole-dipole Hamiltonian like in (17) –with one I replaced by S – leads to a radial
catastrophe (logarithmic divergence) for very small distances where the DD-coupling
predominates and therefore requires careful analysis. To get a realistic result one has
to take into account the spatial extent of the nucleus and its overlap with the volume
of finite wavefunction amplitude of the electron under consideration, which therefore
are mostly s-state electrons. Additionally, the large electronic potential energy close
to the nuclei in principle advises a relativistic treatment of the problem. Nevertheless,
a non-relativistic and quasi-classic derivation is possible by averaging the magnetic
moment created by a current distribution within the nucleus radius over the orbital
probability density of the electron [121, 122]. The resulting single-spin eigenvalue of
the hyperfine Hamiltonian given in (14) is
E = −8pi
3
|Ψ(0)|2µn · µe =
8pi
3
γeγn~2 |Ψ(0)|2 I · S. (18)
This interaction term was first derived by E. Fermi [123] and the factor |Ψ(0)|2 makes
the name contact interaction obvious reflecting the fact that peripheral moments give
zero magnetostatic contributions as a result of angular integration.
2.4.2 Dynamic nuclear polarization and the Overhauser field
The hyperfine coupling described above mediates a nuclear relaxation process involving
simultaneous electron and nuclear spin flips. Although other interactions, like orbital
hyperfine coupling, might also relax the nuclei without an accompanying electron spin
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flip, the contact interaction usually dominates in metallic systems at cryogenic tem-
peratures where spin-phonon relaxation is frozen out. For such a situation, A. W.
Overhauser proposed a technique for creating large nuclear polarization by saturating
an electron-spin resonance (ESR) transition [124]. Generally, this can create an en-
hancement of nuclear polarization by three orders of magnitude and is called dynamic
nuclear polarization (DNP) as it is driven by pumping the electron spin system con-
tinuously out of equilibrium. The method of DNP has since been applied in many
different ways apart from ESR: optical pumping using polarized light [108], single elec-
tron pumping using Pauli spin-blockade in quantum dots [125], spin polarized modes
in quantum point contacts [126], and electrical spin injection using ferromagnetic con-
tacts [127–129]. The effective magnetic field resulting from the dynamically polarized
nuclear system is called Overhauser field symbolized with BN throughout this thesis.
In steady-state, it amounts to
BN = fbn
〈S〉 · (B + α 〈S〉)
B2 + ξB2d
B , (19)
where bN ' 5.3 T is the Overhauser field of total nuclear polarization in GaAs [105],
〈S〉 is the ensemble averaged electron spin, α is a prefactor giving the average electronic
field Be = α 〈S〉 . mT, ξ ≈ 2.2 is a measure of the relative relaxation strength by
the local dipole field Bd ∼ 0.2 mT [105], and f is a leakage factor due to nuclear spin
diffusion and the competing relaxation channels mentioned above [105].
2.5 Nuclear spin relaxation in solids
The dynamic evolution of solid state nuclear spins is determined by the coupling to the
lattice and between nuclear moments. Here, the ’lattice’ has to be seen as a collection
of all coupling terms of the surrounding crystal possibly relaxing the nuclei. Especially
at very low temperatures, where only a few degrees of freedom of the lattice are excited,
a quantum mechanical description of the lattice is most appropriate and one can make
use of the well established models of modern solid state physics. Further, due to the
relatively tight coupling between individual nuclear spins in most solid state systems
(compared to e.g. liquids and gases), dynamics within the nuclear spin system (T2
process) have rather different time scales then the equilibration time with the lattice
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(T1 process). Thus, for T1  T2 it is feasible to assign at any time a single spin
temperature to the nuclei, which than evolve towards the equilibrium temperature
with a single exponential decay in the natural way. Doing so, one avoids complications
in the analysis of the details within the spin system, which not necessarily have an
exponential time evolution, and this method is therefore very successful in a variety of
different materials and situations.
2.5.1 Relaxation by phonons
Maybe the most obvious mechanism of lattice relaxation results from coupling to ther-
mal vibrations of the crystal lattice, the phonons. For example, relaxation by this
coupling can be induced by time-dependent effective magnetic fields or electric-field
gradients causing nuclear spin flips. In second quantization language a situation of n
phonons of a specific mode with its frequency ω in the crystal is created by a series
of creation and annihilation operators giving a thermal energy of E = (n + 1
2
)~ω. As
phonons are bosonic quasi-particles, the total number present at the crystal tempera-
ture T is given by the Planck’s law N = (e
~ω
kT − 1)−1 and is therefore rapidly vanishing
at very low T .
As already indicated before, the only important phonon-relaxation channel is mediated
by electrostatic coupling to the quadrupole moments of the nuclei. All other phonon
assisted (magnetic) relaxation processes, like nuclear spin-spin and nuclear spin-orbit
coupling, can be shown to be negligible [120]. In principle, there are two classes of
scattering events: one involves the emission or absorption of a single phonon (direct
process) and another requires two phonons either both emitted/absorbed or one ab-
sorbed and one emitted (Raman process).
For the direct process, the relaxation rate can be estimated to be
T−11 = C B
2
ext T , (20)
where the linear temperature dependence is a result of a high-temperature approx-
imation of the Planck distribution justified by the extremely small nuclear Zeeman
energy ~ω0  kBT . The quadratic dependence on the field is a direct consequence
of the phonon spectral density. However, the prefactor C turns out to be negligible
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small representing the fact that only a very small fraction of the phonon spectrum,
where additionally the spectral density is not very large, can contribute to the direct
process making it irrelevant for nuclear relaxation. The same is true for the process by
the emission or absorption of two phonons with frequencies ω1 and ω2 restricting the
contributing spectrum even further as ω1 + ω2 = ω0 has to be fulfilled.
For the Raman process the frequencies must fulfill ω1 − ω2 = ω0 and therefore the
hole phonon spectrum can participate in this relaxation. The temperature dependence
within the Debye model is given by
T−11 ∝ Tα , (21)
with α=7 for very low temperatures (typically in the sub-Kelvin range) and α=2 for
higher temperatures. The absolute strength of this relaxation mechanism depends on
many details of the phonon spectrum and the spin-phonon coupling, but experiments
on zinc-blende III-V semiconductors show it to be the relevant relaxation channel in
the high temperature range with α = 2 [130]. The low temperature range, which is
experimentally not easy to resolve as magnetic relaxation takes over, seems to require
the use of the detailed spectral density beyond the simple Debye model possibly leading
to an even stronger T-dependence [130, 131].
2.5.2 Relaxation by fixed paramagnetic impurities
In non-metallic solids, where the electron spins occupy fixed positions in the lattice, the
nuclear relaxation is a combined process of spin-flip scattering with impurities having
a single unpaired spin and nuclear spin diffusion to the positions of these localized
moments. In case of rapid spin diffusion, meaning that diffusion equilibrates the nuclear
spins faster than the lattice can relax the nuclei, we can expect a exponential decay of
the common nuclear spin temperature and
T−11 =
4
3
piN C b−3 , (22)
with N is the number of impurities per volume, b is the radius of the diffusion barrier
in the circumference of the impurity where the magnetic field of the impurity equals
the local dipole field Bd, and C is given by the spectral density of the dipolar (or scalar
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contact hyperfine) coupling between the impurity and the nuclear spin [132]. In a situ-
ation of a diffusion bottleneck on the other hand, it is not possible to assign a common
spin temperature to the nuclei and it is hard to make generally valid predictions apart
from a
√
t transient behavior expected for very short times t.
2.5.3 Relaxation by conduction electrons
In metallic systems the nuclear spins couple to the environment mostly via the contact
hyperfine interaction with the delocalized electrons. An individual nuclear spin there-
fore ’sees’ the effective magnetic field of many, if not all, conduction electrons occupying
Bloch-states in the s-type band of the metal. The nuclear relaxation in such systems
can be described in a classical scattering picture: if the hyperfine coupling induces a
electron spin flip and an opposed nuclear spin flop simultaneously, the mismatch in
Zeeman energies has to be compensated for by a momentum change of the electrons
k→ k′. As this energy difference is quite small and the electron occupation is given by
the Fermi-Dirac distribution function, only electrons occupying states very close to the
thermally broadened Fermi edge can participate. The phase space for this scattering
mechanism is therefore proportional to kBT . The famous Korringa law describing this
flip-flop relaxation in metals has been derived in several ways [120, 133] and results in
1
T1
=
4pi
~
γ2n
γ2e
K2 · kBT , (23)
where K = 8pi
3
|φ(0)|2 χ is the Knight shift induced by the conduction electrons and χ
is the according susceptibility. As equation (23) is derived for the contact hyperfine
coupling only, the given relaxation rate at a temperature T might be a lower bound due
to possible, though very small, additional relaxation via dipolar and orbital electron-
nucleus coupling.
Further, equation (23) assumes a free electron model and the effective rate in metals,
where electron interactions are present, is usually reduced by the factor ξ =
[
χs
χ0
ρ0(EF )
ρs(EF )
]2
with the indices s and 0 respectively indicate the renormalized and independent values
of the susceptibility (χs, χ0) and the density of states (ρs, ρ0) averaged over the Fermi-
energy EF [134, 135]. The fact that the Korringa law is based on general grounds
and the consideration of electron-electron correlation by the factor ξ makes it very
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successful for a wide range of materials from metals to doped semiconductors where it
has been observed in numerous experiments of the past decades.
However, there is a regime where similar arguments lead to a different relaxation rate in
semiconductors. This is the class of non-degenerate semiconductors with a rather low
doping level keeping the Fermi-energy well below the conduction band edge. As a result,
the occupation of conduction band states by charge carriers is given by the Boltzmann
tail of the distribution function. Using this for the calculation of the number of available
scattering states directly gives a deviation from the linear temperature dependence of
the Korringa law:
1
T1
=
64pi
9
γ2nγ
2
e n
2|φ(0)|4
(
m3kBT
2pi
) 1
2
, (24)
with the effective mass m at the conduction band minimum (neglecting m-anisotropies
and interband transitions). This
√
T dependence has been observed in semiconductors
having a doping level right below the metal-insulator transition [36, 136].
2.6 The non-local spin valve
In the following two subsections the working principle and basic techniques for the spin
transport measurements on GaAs presented in the chapter 3 and 4 are introduced. Gen-
erally, the spin valve is a prototypical spintronics device combining the all-electrical
realization of spin-injection and detection applicable in metals and semiconductors. An
all-metal spin valve was first successfully realized by Johnson and Silsbee [137] using
permalloy contacts on an Al slab. It turned out to be a very important model and test-
ing tool as the device layout of a spin valve is rather simple once the challenging problem
of spin-sensitive electric contacts for injection and detection is solved. The setup of lat-
eral spin valve devices is motivated by the spin-based field-effect transistor (spin-FET)
proposed by S. Datta and B. Das [138]. This transistor is based on a source-contact
creating a ’spin signal’ which is detected at the drain side depending on an applied
electrostatic gate. This requires several spin-related features all highly non-trivial to
realize in a solid state device: first one needs a technique to create a spin polarization
by only electrical means, second the drain-contact has to be a spin-sensitive (voltage)
probe, and third the actual transistor action relies on some electrostatic manipulation
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of the coherent spin transport or the spin dynamics (coherent precession) in between
source and drain. The last feature was proposed to be realized by the electric field
tunability of the Rashba-SO coupling in semiconductors or semiconductor heterostruc-
tures (see chapter 2.3.1) and crucially requires single-mode coherent spin propagation
or fine-tuning of the Rashba- and Dresselhaus-coupling strength (e.q. α = β, where
α, β are the respective coupling coefficients of a 2DEG)[139]. First experimental hints
for the feasibility of a spin-FET structure has been shown recently by Koo et al. [140].
2.6.1 Electronic spin injection and detection
Whereas the electrical spin injection from a metallic ferromagnet (FM) into metals,
though fairly complicated in all its details, turned out to be conceptually straight
forward [137], it was a long standing problem to realize an efficient way for purely
electrical creation of spin polarization by carrier injection from a ferromagnetic metal
into a non-magnetic semiconductor. The reason is the conductivity mismatch problem
between FM metals and semiconductors [141], as the injection-current polarization Pi
is a function of the involved resistances rFM , rSC , rc of the FM, the SC, and the
contact-interface, respectively (here normalized to the common cross-section area):
Pi = (rcPc + rFMPFM)/(rc + rFM + rSC) , (25)
with the respective steady-state current polarizations PFM and Pc in the FM and across
the contact interface [6, 110]. From equation (25) one expects a very weak injection ef-
ficiency from FM into a SC for highly transparent contacts (rc ∼ 0), where rSC  rFM ,
giving Pi  1. After first experimental hints by S. F. Alvarado [142], a way to avoid
this problem by the use of a high-resistive (or tunneling) interface was proposed by E.
I. Rashba [143], making the polarization to be dominated by rc instead of rFM/rSC
[144]. This yields a polarization Pi proportional to the spin-selectivity Pc of the con-
tact, which in the simplest case stems from the exchange energy and the according
spin-dependent Fermi wavelengths and transmission coefficients [6]. This concept has
been successfully applied to get reasonable injection efficiencies into superconductors
[145], organic [146] and inorganic semiconductors via thin dielectric barriers or narrow
Schottky barriers formed at the interface [127, 147–149]. An alternative route to spin
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Figure 4: Working-principle of a non-local lateral spin-valve device. a, Spin
valve device scheme for separation of charge- and spin-transport in the non-local ge-
ometry (top). Below, the spatial variation of the chemical potential for the two spin
subsets is illustrated schematically for applied bias between contact 1 and 2. b, Struc-
ture of the GaAs wafer used for the spin valve experiments presented in this study. The
highly doped surface layer ensures a thin Schottky barrier for efficient spin injection.
c, A typical spin valve measurement trace of our devices, applying Idc = 5µA at 40 K.
injection is possible using a magnetic semiconductor (e.q. GaMnAs) as spin source
[25], especially relevant for situations where a Schottky barrier is not practicable. A
completely different approach avoiding the conductivity mismatch problem has been
presented recently where the spin polarization is induced by dynamic spin exchange
across an Ohmic contact between a FM (Ni81Fe19) and the semiconductor (GaAs) using
angular momentum transfer rather than charge-transfer across the interface [150].
A convenient method for testing the spin injection by all-electrical means is done in
the non-local spin valve geometry, where the spin signal is probed outside the regions
of charge currents avoiding spurious contributions from ohmic resistances, anisotropic
giant (and tunneling) magneto-resistances and local Hall effects9.
A suitable device schematic is shown in figure 4a, which is similar to the spin valve
devices used for our experiments described in chapter 3 and 4. If a spin polarization in
the non-magnetic semiconductor (blue) below the ferromagnetic contact 2 (yellow) is
built up by a spin polarized injection-current into the semiconductor, spin diffusion will
9The local Hall effect induced by stray fields of the ferromagnets can still give contributions to the
non-local spin signals for certain sample geometries [1].
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spread out the polarization along magnetization gradients inside the semiconductor.
This leads to a net magnetization and a difference in chemical potential of the spin
channels (schematically shown Fig. 4a, bottom) away from the site of injection and in
particular also outside the charge-current paths. In the open-circuit case of the non-
local geometry (zero current across the detector interface), a voltage will be built up
across the detector interface proportional to the remanent excess magnetization δM in
the semiconductor and the detector spin-sensitivity Pc (χ is the magnetic susceptibility
of the SC)[137]:
VNL =
µB
eχ
Pc δM . (26)
Therefore, the spin-sensitive probes 3 and 4 show an electron-spin induced voltage
difference to the reference contact 5 which is placed far away so that no spin polarization
will survive at this distance (δM = 0) as also indicated at the bottom of figure 4a.
The typical spin valve signal ∆VNL = V ↑↑NL − V ↑↓NL is obtained by reversing the magne-
tization of one of the FM contacts (e.g. the detector) with an external magnetic field
larger than its specific coercive field and therefore probing the chemical potential (or
δM) of the opposite spin-direction. From Fig. 4a it is clear that this gives different
voltages having opposite signs in the ideal case for detector magnetization parallel and
anti-parallel to the injected spins. Generally, the absolute spin valve signal depends
on the amount of spin polarization in dependence of the injection-efficiency for a given
injection current, the injector-detector distance, the spin lifetime, the spin diffusion
constant, and external magnetic fields as the injected excess-spins decay, diffuse and
precess (if B 6= 0) on the way to the detector as explained in the following chapter.
The devices used in our experiments are engineered and fabricated by S. Alvarado, G.
Salis, and A. Fuhrer at IBM research in Rüschlikon, Switzerland. The wafer material
consists of a 1 micron thick, Si-doped GaAs epilayer grown by molecular beam epitaxy
on a semi-insulating GaAs substrate. This epilayer is overgrown with a 30 nm thick,
highly doped layer where the doping density is gradually increased from the bulk value
of n = 5 × 1016 cm−3 within 15 nm to a maximum density of n = 5 × 1018 cm−3 (see
Fig. 4b). This surface layer ensures a thin Schottky barrier, necessary for efficient spin
injection, forming at the interface to the 6 nm thick Fe-electrodes which are thermally
evaporated onto the clean c4x4 reconstructed GaAs surface in a ultrahigh-vacuum
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chamber. A final, few-nm thick Au layer protects the Fe film from oxidation. Further
fabrication and design details are given in chapter 3.3.
Given by the small thickness and the elongated shape of the Fe contacts indicated in
Fig. 4a, the easy-axis of magnetization is parallel to the surface along xˆ in Fig. 4a. Due
to the shape anisotropy each of the electrodes 2, 3, and 4 has a slightly different coercive
field (Bic , i = 2, 3, 4) as they are fabricated with different widths (see chapt. 3.3). When
applying magnetic fields along xˆ in a spin valve measurement the magnetizations of the
Fe contacts can be forced to align parallel to BX for fields larger than the respective
Bic . This leads to the characteristic square-like steps in the measured VNL with distinct
voltage levels for probing majority and minority spins with parallel and anti-parallel
magnetization of injector and detector contact, as seen in Fig. 4c and indicated by
horizontal lines between 4a and 4c. A thermoelectric offset-voltage (e.g. Voff ∼ 363µV
in Fig. 4c) might be induced magnetically and thermally by a possible non-equilibrium
region right at the FM-SC interface [151]. This is generally observed in lateral spin
valves [128, 129, 137, 152] and we therefore usually subtract the constant offset for
data presentation.
The polarity of the injected spins results from spin injection or spin filtering depending
on the sign of the applied bias as generally majority spins (which have S anti-parallel to
the magnetization M of the FM [153]) are injected from the Fe into the GaAs epilayer
or extracted vice versa [128, 129, 154]. In our devices, the spin valve signal ∆VNL is
positive for spin injection with IDC > 0 and negative for filtering with IDC < 0 and
increases with |IDC | for small injection currents indicating an expected growing spin
polarization in the SC. At high bias, the spin valve signal shows a typical deviation
from linear scaling, where the injection efficiency saturates (and in some devices even
shrinks at higher bias [128, 155, 156]).
This is shown in Fig. 5 for our devices at T = 4 K, where the Lorentzian background,
also depending on the bias current, is induced by nuclear polarization as discussed in
chapter 3.4. The extracted spin signal amplitude10 is shown for varied injection voltages
Vint at the FM-SC interface, approximated by the measured voltage between contact
10For the details of the extraction of ∆VNL in presence of the Lorentzian background see chapt.
3.4.
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Figure 5: Bias-dependence of the non-local spin-valve signal at 4K. a, Ex-
emplary spin valve traces for different injection bias currents, as indicated. The
Lorentzian-shaped background results from nuclear polarization as discussed in chapter
3.4. Traces are offset for clarity. b, ∆VNL extracted from measurements like in a, as
a function of the injection voltage Vint at the interface approximated by the measured
voltage between contact 2 and 3, ignoring a small spin-sensitive contribution (< 200µV
for Vint = 0.1V) in this configuration, see Fig. 4a. c, Same data as in b, here plotted
as function of injection current for comparison with a,.
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2 and 3, in Fig. 5b and for according bias currents in Fig. 5c. The bias-dependence
is subject of ongoing investigation and is found to be given by the energy-dependent
tunneling properties induced by the specific properties of the interface states [157, 158]
and by a transition from majority- to minority-spin injection at higher bias [159–
162]. For the experiments described in chapter 4 we limit the injection bias to below
saturation (ImaxDC = ±20µA).
2.6.2 The Hanle effect
If a magnetic field is applied perpendicular the injected spins, the evolution of the spin
moments is given by the Hanle effect, as discussed below. In contrast to the spin valve
feature of magnetization dependent voltages/resistances, which can also result from
extrinsic effects like magnetoresitance effects or local Hall effects, the Hanle effect is
the smoking gun of true spin signals [1] and further provides a very important method
to study the spin-properties of a device.
Hanle line shape and the Overhauser field
As the injected spins diffuse to the detector site on arbitrary paths with accordingly
different travel times, a perpendicular magnetic field randomizes the spins due to the
induced precession. The steady-state spin polarization at the detector contact of the
spin valve is generally described in the drift-diffusion model including spin diffusion,
drift induced by the electric field E, and the spin precession of spin S induced by a
perpendicular magnetic field B:
dS
dt
= D ∇2S− eµE · ∇S + gµB
~
B× S− 1
τs
S , (27)
where D is the diffusion constant, µ is the charge mobility, gµB~ B is the Larmor pre-
cession frequency ω, and τS is the spin relaxation time. In the non-local geometry, we
can set11 E = 0. For the actual spin polarization at the detector the spin diffusion
can be accounted for by integration over a Gaussian distribution of travel times of the
11With this we ignore effects due to lateral current spreading requiring an at least two-dimensional
drift-diffusion model [163]
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spins propagating from the injector (y=0) to the detector. The spin along the specific
direction of spin injection (xˆ) at the detector site (position y) is given by [128]
Sx(y,B) = S0
∫ ∞
0
1√
4piDt
e
−
(
t
τs
+ y
2
4Dt
)
cos (ωt) dt. (28)
The result is a damped oscillation as a function of both the injector-detector distance y
and the magnetic field B. For small fields (ω τS  1), the detectable spin polarization
is [108, 110, 164]:
Sx(y,B) = S0 e
− y
Ls cos
(
y
L0
)
, (29)
with the magnetic field dependent spin injection length Ls =
[√
1+(ωτs)2
Dτs
cos
(
arctan(ωτs)
2
)]−1
and the field dependent oscillation length L0 =
[√
1+(ωτs)2
Dτs
sin
(
arctan(ωτs)
2
)]−1
. The
Hanle line shape therefore contains valuable information about the spin properties of
the device like the spin lifetime τs and the spin diffusion constant D.
An example is given in Fig. 6 for our spin valve device on the GaAs epilayer with a
doping density of n = 5 × 1016 cm−3 at 4 K. The zero-field peak corresponds to the
maximum spin polarization in absence of externally induced spin precession. When the
perpendicular field is increased the spins start to precess. As the diffusion paths lead to
random spin phases, precession does not simply lead to a continuous oscillation of the
average spin component parallel to the detector magnetization but strongly suppresses
the spin signal. The spin transport parameters τ,D, y, and ω determine the number of
observable oscillation periods and here only allow one sign change of VNL − V0 before
the spin polarization is lost (VNL = V0 , where V0 is a subtracted, parabolic background
voltage [128, 129]). Fitting equation (29) to the data in Fig. 6 gives an electron spin
lifetime τ = 4.4 ± 0.4 ns and a spin diffusion constant D = 0.0074 ± 0.0008 m2/s at
T = 4 K in good agreement with previous experiments [128, 129].
However, as the electron spins in materials having non-zero nuclear moments are ex-
posed to the Overhauser field for non-zero nuclear polarization (see chapter 2.3.1),
which is aligned parallel or anti-parallel to the external field as given by equation (19),
the actual Hanle line shape can be distorted. Depending on the relative orientation
(parallel/ anti-parallel) of the external and the Overhauser field, the Hanle line shape
will therefore be narrowed or broadened, making the extraction of the spin lifetime and
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Figure 6: Hanle line shape of the GaAs epilayer at 4K. Standard Hanle measure-
ment data (red) with scanning BZ at BX=0 and parallel magnetization of the injector
and detector contact. V0 is a subtracted, parabolic background voltage generally found
in lateral spin valve geometries. The injection current is set to IDC= 2.0 µA and IAC=
1.7 µA. The fitted curve (black) using equation (29) gives the electron spin lifetime τ
= 4.4 ± 0.4 ns and the spin diffusion constant Ds = 0.0074 ± 0.0008 m2/s .
the diffusion constant difficult if the nuclear spin system is polarized [165, 166]. The
slight asymmetry of the line shape in Fig. 6, indicating a larger effective field on the
positive-BZ side, might also be interpreted in terms of a non-zero Overhauser field lag-
ging behind its steady-state situation at every BZ due to field ramping (0.2 mT/s) fast
compared to the nuclear equilibration time, see chapter 3.5.3. The further appearance
of satellite peaks and a detailed discussion of experiments on the effect of the nuclear
spin polarization on the Hanle-type precession are presented in chapter 3.5.
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3 The Nuclear Spin Environment in Lateral GaAs
Spin Valves
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we present experiments on the influence of the nuclear spin system on
the spin signals detected in the spin valve (B || xˆ) and the Hanle geometry. In the first
place, this is of general interest as the interplay of the electron and nuclear spin systems
in GaAs and GaAs nanostructures leads to many interesting effects, including dynamic
nuclear polarization (DNP) [167, 168], intricate mutual feedback [169–171], electron
spin decoherence [172], and further allows coherent manipulation of the nuclear system
[173]. Second, the experimental signatures of nuclear polarization in the spin valve
devices allow the study of the nuclear dynamics under various conditions and lead to
the observation of the breakdown of the Korringa law of nuclear spin relaxation in
these devices, which is discussed in chapter 4.
3.2 Spin valve measurements as a probe of the nuclear spin
environment
We use the lateral spin valve device geometry, well-established for the study of electron
spin transport [137, 152], as a model system to investigate the GaAs nuclear spin envi-
ronment. A spin valve offers an efficient way to inject, manipulate and detect electron
spins in GaAs [128, 129, 160], as seen in the introductory chapter 2.6.1. Electron spin
polarization can be transferred by a DNP process [105, 127, 174, 175] to the nuclear
system, mediated by the hyperfine contact interaction via spin flip-flop processes. The
spin valve thus allows us to manipulate and investigate the native nuclear spin environ-
ment by all-electrical means, rather than using optics [108], making easily accessible
the low-temperature regime T  1K which was previously not explored. In a situa-
tion of non-zero nuclear spin polarization, the electron spins are exposed to an effective
Overhauser field BN [124]. As the nuclei instantaneously follow the direction of an
external magnetic field, BN will induce electron spin precession for field vectors not
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pointing parallel to xˆ (the direction of spin injection). This results in clear features
in spin transport measurements, including a depolarization peak [128, 129, 165] and
satellite peaks in the Hanle geometry when the applied magnetic field cancels the inter-
nal Overhauser field BN [129]. The depolarization peak saturates already for relatively
small nuclear polarization, whereas the Hanle satellites can easily serve as a sensitive
probe of BN , in particular for large polarizations and down to the lowest temperatures.
3.3 Device structure and the spin valve measurement setup
The basic principles and the main features of the spin valve device used in this study
are introduced in chapter 2.6.1. A schematic layout of the device is shown as inset
in Fig. 7b. Apart from the wafer processing explained in the previous chapter, the Fe
electrodes are structured by lithography and ion milling into defined geometries with
a common length of 60 µm, widths of 6, 2 and 1µm, and edge-to-edge distances of 3
and 4.5µm for the three contacts in the center, respectively.
For the measurement we drive currents from the injector 2 to the 100µm distant
contact 1 and measure the non-local voltage VNL between contacts 3 and 5 outside
the charge current path (see inset Fig. 7b). Apart from a different coercive field, all
the results can similarly obtained using contact 4 as detector contact where the size of
the spin signals is reduced due to the increased ratio of the injector-detector distance
to the spin diffusion length `D of several microns [129]. VNL is detected via a lock-in
technique using a small ac-modulation on top of a dc-injection current. The devices are
measured in a dilution refrigerator equipped with a home-built 3-axis vector magnet
consisting of a solenoid magnet with the field primarily along yˆ and two Helmholtz pairs
creating fields mainly along xˆ and zˆ, respectively. After determining the magnetization
direction of the iron bars as described in chapter 3.4.3 the parallel field BX is applied
very precisely along the magnetization of the Fe bars using the field of both split-coils
simultaneously.
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Figure 7: Emergence of the nuclear depolarization peak at low temperatures.
a, Spin valve measurements as a function of applied field BX for two different tem-
peratures. At 40 K (upper traces offset by 6 µV for clarity) the characteristic valve
switches are observed. At lower temperatures (4 K) an additional peak/dip centered
around BX = 0 emerges. The absolute spin signal Umax = Up − Ua grows for lower
temperatures due to an increased electron spin lifetime. b, Relative depolarization
peak height U0/Umax from Lorentzian fits for temperatures between 40 K and base
temperature. The saturation for T≤ 10K at a value of half the absolute spin signal
indicates zero spin polarization for BX= 0.
3.4 The nuclear depolarization signature
Standard spin valve measurements are shown in Fig. 7a for two different temperatures.
Clearly distinguishable voltage levels for parallel (Up) and anti-parallel (Ua) alignment
of injector and detector magnetization are apparent. Further, the non-local spin signal
appears suppressed around BX ∼ 0 at low temperature [128], as the electron spins
start to precess and depolarize due to BN 6= 0 [129]. This in principle requires a non-
zero angle between the electron spin polarization and BN possibly due to stray fields
or small perpendicular components of the external field. When BN is strong enough
to completely wash out the polarization of electron spins on their diffusive path to
the detector the depolarization peak height U0 reaches half the maximal spin signal12
Umax = Up − Ua and further is not sensitive to larger BN .
12Umax is equivalent to ∆VNL introduced in chapter 2.6.1 and renamed here to distinguish between
measured voltages VNL and extracted fit parameters Umax and U0.
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3.4.1 The depolarization signature at low temperatures
As stated above, the depolarization signature is a result of electron spin precession in
the additional field of polarized nuclei. This naturally leads to a growing depolarization
amplitude U0/Umax with increasing injection current and with decreasing temperature
as the DNP process becomes more and more efficient (Fig. 7b). The relative dip height
saturates for T ≤ 10 K and IDC = 5µA as the Overhauser field suffices to completely
suppress the electron spin polarization at the detector site. This indicates that the de-
polarization signature becomes insensitive for larger BN above ∼10 mT 13, equivalent
to about 0.2% of the GaAs nuclei beeing polarized. As a result, the depolarization dip
cannot easily serve as a sensitive detector for large nuclear spin polarizations and a
different technique has to be used in this regime. Further, the width of the depolariza-
tion signature is influenced by nuclear spin inhomogeneities leading to a variation of
the electron spin precession and with that generally increasing the width.
Just like the Overhauser field, any external magnetic field not parallel to the electron
spins will of course also induce precession and with that a suppression of detected
spin signals for low BX . The depolarization signature therefore has the general form
of a Lorentzian dip (or peak) with its half-width ∆B given by the sum of all field
components (B⊥ext and B⊥N) perpendicular to the electron spins [129]:
∆B =
√
(BZ +B zN)
2 + (BY +B
y
N)
2 . (30)
This behavior is observed in Fig. 8a where the depolarization signature is measured
for various perpendicular fields BZ at 4K. As shown in Fig. 8b, for BZ > 1 mT the
width ∆B is proportional to BZ as expected from equation (30). At low BZ the width
deviates from linear dependence on BZ remaining at a non-zero value together with a
sharp decrease of the peak amplitude (see Fig. 8c). The low-field saturation first of all
indicates perpendicular field components other than BZ to be present, including the
one from BN , together giving a field of B⊥0 = 1.0 mT. However, in this picture the
low-field behavior of the height U0 is expected to follow the typical Hanle line shape
13This saturation value is experimentally determined by comparison with Hanle measurements de-
scribed further down.
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Figure 8: Dependence of the nuclear depolarization peak on transverse mag-
netic fields. a, Spin valve measurements as a function of additional field BZ (IAC
= 1.5 µA, IDC = 0). The apparent offset in BX results from slow nuclear dynamics
compared to the ramp speed during measurements (0.25 mT/s). b, and c, Results
from Lorentzian fits (red) to the depolarization peak in a showing linear dependence
of the width for BZ > 1 mT and a saturation at low fields together with a dip in
the peak height. Solid curves in b and c are fits to equation (30) for the width and
equation (31) for the height, respectively (keeping τ=4.4 ns and Ds=0.0074 m2/s fixed,
see Fig. 6). Using only static field components in equation (31) gives weak matching
with our results (black dotted curve). We get a much better fit (blue curve) when a
low-field depolarization of the nuclei is included (see text). Both fits (for the height
and the width) consistently give a repeatable field offset B0Z= 0.82 mT which might
be a result of local stray fields, small misalignment of the sample plane and field axis,
trapped flux in the magnet, or long RC transients of the solenoid magnet.
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H(B) from equation (29) [129]:
U0 =
Umax
2
[
1− H (B)
H (0)
]
. (31)
Fitting this form to the data in Fig. 8c with fixed parameters τ and D from Fig. 6 and
static perpendicular components of BN = 1.4mT and BY = 0.2mT as free parameters
(black dotted curve) gives only weak agreement with our results indicating additional
low-field effects to appear for BZ very close to B0Z= 0.82 mT where the depolarization
signature is minimal. The sharp dip in U0 can rather be understood as a depolarization
within the nuclear spin system at low fields induced by the fluctuating local dipole-
dipole field (Bd ∼0.2 mT [105]) leading to a reduced Hanle-type dephasing of the
electron spins as a result of the lowered Overhauser field [129]
BN = B
max
N
B2ext
B2ext +B
2
d
. (32)
Using this field-dependent nuclear spin contribution in equation (31) gives very good
agreement with the observed dip in U0 (blue curve in Fig. 8c) with reasonable fit pa-
rameters BmaxN = 1.4 ± 0.2mT and Bd = 0.2 ± 0.1mT. The rather low value of BmaxN
is expected as no net injection current is applied (IAC = 1.5 µA, IDC = 0).
Starting from B0Z the electron spin precession accordingly is induced by static compo-
nents (e.g. BY ), followed by an increasing influence of the Overhauser field when the
nuclear spins get stabilized against the dipole-dipole interaction with growing external
field, and finally is dominated by the perpendicular applied field BZ .
3.4.2 Nuclear spin dynamics detected with the depolarization signature
DNP driven reversal of the Overhauser field
The origin of the depolarization signature can be further demonstrated to be the Over-
hauser field of polarized nuclei by an experiment described in the following. After
polarizing the nuclei at large in-plane fields BinitX with a constant injection current
I initAC,DC until the saturation field BsatN given by equation (19) is reached, the orientation
of the Overhauser field which instantaneously follows the external field is reversed by
sweeping BX through zero to a field BsetX while keeping |BsatN | essentially unchanged.
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Figure 9: Dynamics of the DNP process in the spin-valve device. a, Spin valve
measurements for increased delay times for which the DNP is reversing the nuclear
spin polarization (see text). b, Results from Lorentzian fits to the depolarization peak
showing the typical timescale (270 - 400 s) of the DNP mechanism for three different
injection currents IDC .
This field BsetX is kept below the coercive field of both the injector and detector con-
tact and thus the injected spin direction remains constant throughout the experiment.
Driving a constant injection current I setDC for different delay times at this configuration
first depolarizes the nuclei as they are now oriented opposite to the injected electron
spins, and finally re-polarizes the nuclei to the original situation of equation (19) as
probed by a fast spin valve measurement.
Such an experiment is shown in Fig. 9a using IinitDC = 1.2 µA, IinitAC = 1.0 µA, BinitX = -45
mT, BsetX = +3 mT, and I setDC= 1.0 µA. The extracted depolarization amplitude U0 for
various delay times is shown in Fig. 9b (blue) in comparison with repeated experiments
using two- and four-times the injection current of Iinit,setDC = 2.0 µA (red) and I
init,set
DC = 4.0
µA (orange). The timescale for re-polarization of several minutes and its increase with
growing injection current is a strong indication for dynamically polarized nuclear spins
being the origin of this behavior. The less pronounced signature of the DNP-driven
nuclear polarization reversal for higher currents most likely results from an increased
nuclear spin inhomogeneity for larger currents as it goes along with increased widths
of the depolarization dip (not shown).
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Figure 10: Decay of the depolarization peak in an unpolarized environment.
a, Spin valve measurements for increased delay times for which the DNP is shut off
(IAC,DC = 0). b and c, Results from Lorentzian fits to the depolarization peak showing
very long decay times of the nuclear polarization at 4K. Neither the amplitude U0 nor
the width is suitable to extract the T1 relaxation time (see text).
Free decay of the Overhauser field
Similarly to the nuclear-spin reversal experiment above, one can probe the timescale
of the nuclear polarization decay in an unpolarized environment. To do so, one shuts
off DNP (I setAC,DC = 0) during delay so that the nuclear spins tent towards thermal
equilibrium via spin-lattice relaxation. This is shown in Fig. 10a with IinitDC = 20 µA,
BinitX = -20 mT, and BsetX = -10 mT at T = 4 K. The reduced BsetX compared to BinitX
is used to enable faster probe scans with IDC = 0 avoiding any further DNP and has
been checked to not affect the decay dynamics observed with this method.
The extracted height and width of the depolarization signature given in Fig. 10b and c,
respectively, indicate a delay time above 1 hour required for the nuclear depolarization
peak to disappear. This extremely long timescale of the depolarization signature can
only be understood as being induced by nuclear polarization. At the same time, both
parameters (U0 and ∆B) are not suitable to directly extract nuclear T1 times. This
is true for U0 as it already saturates for relatively small BN (see Fig. 7b) and the
non-linear scaling with smaller BN according to the underlying Hanle line-shape given
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Figure 11: Signatures of the nuclear depolarization peak in dependence of
in-plane field orientation. a, Spin valve measurements for a full rotation of the
in-plane angle with a clear two-fold symmetry. b, Results from Lorentzian fits to the
depolarization peak showing sharp dips in both the height and width whenever the
external field is aligned to the magnetization direction of the Fe-contacts (10◦, 190◦,
370◦).
by eq. (31). Similarly, the width ∆B is not a good measure of the actual size of the
Overhauser field as it strongly depends on the homogeneity of the nuclear polarization
and is additionally induced by other precession fields (e.g. B⊥ext) as discussed earlier.
3.4.3 The depolarization signature as a sensitive alignment tool
An unexpected feature of the nuclear depolarization signature is its strong sensitivity
to small angles between the direction of spin injection and the applied field. When
the external field is swept not parallel to the Fe-magnetization (xˆ) as in the previous
sections but with a certain angle θ = arctan(
√
B2Y +B
2
Z/BX) the non-local voltage
deviates from a simple Lorentzian peak and is described by the general from
VNL =
Umax
2
[
cos2 (θ) + sin2 (θ) · H˜ (B)
]
, (33)
where H˜ (B) = H (B) /H(0) is the normalized Hanle line shape of equation (31).
Thus, with increasing θ the Hanle-line contribution (second term on the right) grows
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accordingly making the amplitude and shape of the measured VNL curves very sensitive
to the size of static perpendicular components and in particular BN . This is consistent
with our observation that a repeatable angle dependence of the depolarization peak is
only seen when the nuclear spin system is kept in steady-state during the measurement
indicating a intricate feedback between the angle and the internal field BN experienced
by the electrons.
In Fig. 11a ’spin valve’ traces (sweeping an in-plane field) are shown spanning more
then a full in-plane rotation -20◦ −→ 380◦ of the scanning field direction. We observe
a clear two-fold symmetry given by the magnetization direction of the ferromagnets
(10◦ and 190◦). Motivated by the Lorentzian peak for θ ∼ 0 we fit the same function
for all angles fitting the data surprisingly well for not too large θ with results given in
Fig. 11b. Interestingly, apart from an apparent growing width and a slight decrease in
height when approaching the symmetry directions there are cusp-like dips in both the
height and the width for precise field alignment.
This effect is, at least to some extent, described by equation (33) where the additional
Hanle dephasing term (∝ sin2) disappears for precise alignment. Further, this is
consistent with the fact that we only find U0 > Umax/2, a distinct feature resulting
from the Hanle line shape in equation (31), for angles between applied field and injected
spins exceeding a few degrees.
As mentioned above, for this observation thorough initialization of the nuclear spin
system and slow rotation of the field is required. This suggest a dependence of the
nuclear spin polarization and its lateral variation on the field angle, an effect not
further investigated so far. The cusp signature, though not completely understood yet,
is therefore a very useful tool to align the direction of applied magnetic fields to the
magnetization direction of the injection and detection contact with a precision better
than 1◦.
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Figure 12: Signatures of nuclear spin polarization in Hanle measurements.
a and b, Hanle measurements at 4 K. Displayed is VNL (in b as color scale) versus
BZ applied perpendicular to the sample plane for various BX . The same parabolic
background is subtracted for all BZ sweeps (0.34mT/s). Dashed lines correspond to
cuts shown in a. We use the satellite peaks seen for BX < 0 as a measure of BN , see
text.
3.5 The signature of nuclear polarization in Hanle measure-
ments
3.5.1 Hanle satellite peaks
As shown above, the depolarization dip cannot easily serve as a sensitive detector for
large nuclear spin polarizations. To overcome this limitation, we now turn to Hanle
measurements [137, 152], where an additional external field BZ is scanned perpendicu-
lar to the sample plane, see Fig. 12a and b. The injected electron spins precess, diffuse
and dephase in the perpendicular field BZ . Around BZ ∼ 0, the spins do not pre-
cess much and reach the detector mostly unchanged, giving a peak in the spin signal
(Hanle line-shape). For the following, both injector and detector were initialized along
the positive x-direction and are kept parallel throughout. For BX < 0, two satellite
peaks appear (Hanle satellites) [129] as seen in Fig. 12a and b, displaying a recovery
of the spin signal and hence a suppression of spin precession and dephasing [176, 177].
The satellite peaks thus indicate that BZ is effectively canceled by the z-component of
BN . The reduced amplitude and increased width of the satellites when compared to
the central Hanle peak indicate an inhomogeneous nuclear field as a result of lateral
variation of the polarization of the diffusing electron spins which are the source of the
DNP. The signatures and additional effects of inhomogeneity are further discussed in
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chapter 4.8 and 4.8.
3.5.2 High-field approximation of the Overhauser field
Theory estimates the Overhauser field BN in steady-state and for large Bext = |Bext| 
BL, where BL ∼ 1mT is the rms field seen by a nuclear spin, as [105, 127]:
BN = b0N
BXSX
B2ext
Bext, (34)
where b0N is the maximum nuclear field obtainable with DNP and |SX | ≤ 1 is the
resident electron spin polarization along the x-direction. Following eq. (34) and also
eq. (19), BN is either parallel or antiparallel to Bext and in particular, BN points
opposite Bext for BX < 0 and S > 0. Thus, the external field vector Bext can cancel
the Overhauser vector BN . This leads to a recovery of the electron spin polarization
and appearance of the satellite peaks, which can therefore be used to measure BN
[108, 129, 177]. For BZ  BX , BY , we have BN ∼ BZ on the satellite peak. Nuclear
fields achieved here are ∼ 50mT, about one percent of the ∼ 5T for fully polarized
nuclei in GaAs.
3.5.3 Dynamic effects of long nuclear equilibration times
The steady-state situation assumed in eq. (34) is not typically reached in our mea-
surements, since the ramp rates employed are fast compared to the time scales of the
nuclear spins. Performing a time average 〈·〉t of the magnitude of eq. (34) gives [129]
〈BN〉t ≈ b0NBXSX
〈
1
Bext
〉
t
. (35)
Note that the largest contributions to 〈·〉t arise aroundBZ ∼ 0 and thereforeBext ∼ BX ,
where the equilibrium BN = b0NSX is maximal. The resulting average nuclear field BN
and therefore satellite peak splitting is linear in BX , as seen in Fig. 12b [129]. Further,
significant broadening of all three peaks is visible for increasingly negative BX . For the
measurements of the nuclear spin relaxation in chapter 4, we fix BX = −1.5mT as a
compromise between peak splitting and broadening.
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Abstract
We present nuclear spin relaxation measurements in GaAs epilayers using a
new pump-probe technique in all-electrical, lateral spin-valve devices. The mea-
sured T1 times agree very well with NMR data available for T > 1K. However, the
nuclear spin relaxation rate clearly deviates from the well-established Korringa
law expected in metallic samples and follows a sub-linear temperature depen-
dence T−11 ∝ T 0.6 for 0.1 K ≤ T ≤ 10 K. Further, we investigate nuclear spin
inhomogeneities.
This chapter is published in Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 086601 (2012).
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4.1 Introduction
The coupling between the electronic and nuclear spin systems in condensed matter
is of fundamental importance, leading to many interesting effects including dynamic
nuclear polarization (DNP) [105, 108, 174], Overhauser fields [124] as well as Knight
shifts [178]. The Overhauser fields can induce electron spin decoherence but can also be
exploited for coherent electron spin manipulation – relevant in spintronics [2, 138] and
quantum computation [5, 7]. The nuclear spin system, on the other hand, is likewise
affected by the electrons, e.g. by the hyperfine field and nuclear-electron spin flip-flops,
contributing to nuclear spin polarization and relaxation.
In metallic systems, the small nuclear Zeeman splitting restricts the electrons partici-
pating in flip-flops to the thermally broadened Fermi-edge, resulting in a nuclear spin
relaxation (NSR) rate T−11 proportional to the electronic temperature T – the Korringa
law of nuclear spin relaxation [133]. This NSR law holds for temperatures T smaller
than the electronic Fermi temperature but exceeding the nuclear Zeeman splitting
and further assumes a free electron model and a dominant Fermi-contact interaction.
The Korringa law has been confirmed over many years in numerous experiments in
a wide range of metals [120, 121, 135] as well as metallically doped semiconductors
[136, 179, 180] and is well established as the preeminent law of NSR in metallic sys-
tems at low temperatures. As an application, the Korringa law provides the crucial link
for cooling the electronic degree of freedom in nuclear demagnetization refrigeration
[181, 182]. Deviations from the Korringa law have been reported in samples at the
metal-insulator transition (MIT) showing non-metallic conductivity [36] or in various
exotic materials.
4.2 Previous experiments and our findings
In this Letter, we report the breakdown of the Korringa law in n-doped GaAs epi-
layers displaying metallic conductivity. NSR is measured with a novel pump-probe
technique in lateral, all-electrical spin-valve devices [137, 152] on GaAs [128, 129, 160],
making easily accessible the low temperature regime T  1 K which was not previ-
ously explored. This technique is in principle applicable to any spin-valve device. The
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Figure 13: (a) Illustration of spin-valve device and measurement setup. (b) Hanle
measurements at 4K with satellite peaks indicating the nuclear Overhauser field BN .
The non-local voltage VNL is shown as a function of perpendicular field BZ (ramp rate
0.34mT/s) for BX as labeled. A parabolic background Vbg(BZ) has been subtracted.
measured T1 times agree well with NMR experiments available for high temperatures
T > 1 K [180, 183]. The temperature dependence of the NSR rate follows a power
law T−11 ∝ T 0.6±0.04 over two orders of magnitude in temperature 0.1 K ≤ T ≤ 10 K,
deviating substantially from the Korringa law T−11 ∝ T for the present doping a factor
of ∼ 2.5 above the GaAs MIT well on the metallic side. The observed NSR power law
∝ T 0.6 is qualitatively consistent with the combined effects of disorder and electron-
electron interactions [37, 184] within a hyperfine-mediated NSR mechanism applicable
here, though an appropriate theory is not currently available. At low T , relatively
strong coupling and correspondingly fast NSR rates are found, potentially enhanc-
ing electron cooling in nuclear refrigeration schemes. Finally, we investigate effects of
nuclear spin inhomogeneities.
4.3 Spin valve devices and the measurement setup
The spin-valves, shown in Fig. 13(a), consist of 6 nm thick Fe bars on a c(4x4) recon-
structed surface of a 1µm thick GaAs epilayer with carrier density n = 5 × 1016 cm−3.
A 15 nm thick, much higher doped GaAs surface layer ensures efficient spin injection.
The center contacts have widths of 6, 2 and 1µm, with edge-to-edge gaps of 3 and
4.5µm, respectively. Further device details are described in [129]. A current is applied
flowing from the injector 2 to the 100µm distant contact 1. A non-local voltage VNL
is measured between contacts 3 and 5 outside the charge current path, see Fig. 13(a).
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VNL is detected by standard lock-in techniques using a small ac-modulation IAC on
top of a dc-injection current IDC . The measurements are performed in a dilution re-
frigerator equipped with a home-built 3-axis vector magnet, allowing us to determine
the magnetization direction of the iron bars to better than 1◦ by rotating the magnetic
field during continued spin-valve measurements.
Hanle satellite peaks
Electron spin polarization pointing along the Fe easy-axis xˆ is injected into the semi-
conductor below contact 2 [128, 147], diffuses away and can be detected at contact 3
(the electron spin diffusion length exceeds the detector distance [129]). DNP can easily
be produced in presence of non-zero IDC [127, 129, 175], where the electron spins are
imprinted onto the nuclear spins via flip-flops. The nuclear spin polarization then acts
back on the electron spins as an effective Overhauser field BN [124] causing electron
spin precession. In a perpendicular field BZ , the electron spins precess, diffuse and
dephase, giving a characteristic Hanle peak around BZ = 0 [128, 137, 152]. For BN
antiparallel to B, additional satellite peaks, see Fig. 13(b), appear [129] when dephas-
ing is suppressed by a cancellation of the external field by the internal Overhauser
field: B = −BN . In the following, we will use this well established signature as a
sensitive measure for the nuclear field BN [108, 129, 176, 177]. Nuclear fields achieved
are ∼ 50mT, roughly one percent of the 5.3T for fully polarized nuclei in GaAs [105].
The average nuclear field BN in our experiments is linear in BX [129] along the Fe bars
and for the following we fix BX = −1.5mT.
4.4 Nuclear relaxation measurements: the pump-probe cycle
The pump-probe cycle used to find the NSR times is sketched in Fig. 14(a). First,
a nuclear polarization is built-up by DNP while continuously sweeping BZ back and
forth (‘initialize’), see Fig. 14(b), until a steady state is reached, typically after an hour.
The asymmetry, alternating positions and alternating widths of the satellite peaks are
a consequence of ramping and alternating sweep directions (DNP is most efficient at
BZ ∼ 0 followed by slow decay at BZ 6= 0 during ramping). After initialization, DNP
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Figure 14: (a) Pump-probe scheme used to measure the nuclear spin relaxation rate.
(b) Initialization: Alternating BZ Hanle sweeps (0.3mT/s) with IDC = 20µA, see
text. Sweeps start at BZ = +75mT and then run between BZ = ±75mT. (c) BZ
probe-traces (0.9mT/s) after a delay τ . Time-decay of the satellites is clearly visible.
A parabolic background was subtracted (same for all τ). (d) and (e) Log-plot of
Overhauser field BN (crosses) – extracted from satellite peak positions such as in (c)
– as a function of τ at 4.2K in (d) and 170 mK in (e). Blue data is from satellites at
BZ < 0, red from BZ > 0. Single-exponential fits (solid lines) give excellent agreement,
and long T1 times characteristic of NSR.
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is switched off (IDC,AC = 0) and BZ is ramped to zero. The nuclear polarization is then
allowed to decay for a time τ (‘decay’), keeping BX = −1.5mT fixed. Subsequently,
a fast Hanle scan to read out BN is performed (‘probe’) with only a small IAC and
IDC = 0 to avoid further DNP during probing.
4.5 Single exponential decay of the Overhauser field
Repeating this cycle for various delays τ (including reinitializing each time), data sets
reflecting the decay of BN over time are obtained, as shown in Fig. 14(c). By fitting
Lorentzians to the satellite peaks, we determine BN (peak position) as a function of
τ , as shown in Fig. 14(d)/(e) (crosses), for both positive (red) and negative (blue) BZ
satellites. The small difference between the two satellite positions is a result of slow
ramping. From single-exponential fits, we get excellent agreement with the data, and
T1 times which are the same within the error bars for the two satellites. Further, we
observe sharpening of the satellites with growing τ , indicating increasing homogeneity
of the nuclear spins with time. At temperatures above 1K, the T1 times obtained here
are in good agreement with previous T1 measurements by NMR for all three isotopes
(69Ga,71Ga,75As) at comparable charge density [180, 183].
4.6 Temperature dependence of the nuclear T1 time
The temperature dependence of the NSR rate is shown in Fig. 15 on a log-log plot for
two cool downs (open and closed squares) of the same sample. Measurements of a
second sample (not shown) fabricated from another part of the same wafer give very
similar results. Both ac and dc currents were chosen to avoid self-heating over the
measured T -range. However, in the refrigerator used, sample temperatures saturate
around 100mK due to poor thermalization, causing the relaxation rates to saturate at
100mK. Nevertheless, at the lowest temperatures, very long T1 times exceeding 3 hours
are found. Since the NSR rate in the log-log plot is linear over two orders of magnitude
in T , we fit a power law 1/T1 ∝ Tα for 0.1K≤ T ≤ 10K and find α = 0.6 ± 0.04.
The data at T > 10K is excluded from the fit due to well known phonon contributions
[130]. For comparison, the Korringa law extrapolated from NMR data at T > 1K
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Figure 15: The nuclear spin relaxation rate 1/T1 versus temperature measured for two
cool downs (open and solid squares) on the same sample, always for BX = −1.5mT.
Error bars are from repeated measurements. The solid line is a power-law fit 1/T1 ∝
Tα giving α = 0.6 ± 0.04 for 0.1 K ≤ T ≤ 10 K. As a comparison, an estimated
Korringa law 1/T1 ∝ T is added (dashed line) based on NMR data [183], see text.
Upper inset: BX dependence of the nuclear T1-rate at T = 10 K with theory (black
curves, eq. (37)), see text. An NMR data point at B = 1.6T and T = 10K from
Ref. [183] is also added (rescaled using 1/T1 ∝ n2/3 to match the carrier density here),
demonstrating very good agreement with the present spin-valve data. Lower inset: T -
dependence of the resistivity from van der Pauw measurements on the same GaAs wafer,
indicating metallic behavior for T < 10K. Dashed curve is a fit for 0.1K ≤ T ≤ 1K to
(ρ(T )− ρ0) ∝ T γ giving γ = 0.9± 0.2.
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[183] is indicated in Fig. 15 (dashed line), rescaled from high density n = 2× 1018 cm−3
where the Korringa law holds to match the density in our samples using 1/T1 ∝ n2/3
(Korringa scaling) and field corrected from 1.6T (NMR data) to 1.5mT with a factor
of 1.9 (see upper inset in Fig. 15). The Korringa T -dependence is clearly inconsistent
with our data, which decreases more weakly with T and gives relatively fast NSR rates
at low-T .
4.7 Discussion of nuclear relaxation mechanisms
We now discuss the possible mechanisms of the nuclear spin relaxation responsible for
the temperature dependence of the Tnuc1 rates.
4.7.1 Phonon relaxation and diffusion
First, we exclude phonon contributions since these have been shown to be relevant
only well above 10K and further would result in a quadratic temperature dependence
[130, 183]. Also, NSR by paramagnetic impurities is known to be very weak in GaAs
[183]. Next, we consider nuclear spin diffusion out of the 1µm thick epilayer. This
random-walk process is in principle temperature independent in the regime applicable
here and is inconsistent with the clear single-exponential decay of BN(τ) which we
find for all temperatures, also making it unlikely that the observed low-T saturation of
T−11 is caused by nuclear spin diffusion. Therefore, we can exclude diffusion alone as a
relevant relaxation channel.
4.7.2 Hyperfine relaxation in non-degenerate semiconductors
Next, we consider the hyperfine Fermi contact interaction as a possible NSR mech-
anism. In non-degenerate semiconductors, where the Fermi energy is well below the
conduction-band edge, the mobile charge carriers follow a Boltzmann distribution,
and the nuclear spin relaxation rate is T−11 ∝
√
T [120], not far from the measured
T−11 ∝ T 0.6. However, since here EF  kBT and since the measured resistivity ρ(T )
in the relevant temperature range T < 10K does not display a thermally activated
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behavior expected for a non-degenerate semiconductor (see lower inset of Fig. 15), this
mechanism is most likely not applicable here.
4.7.3 Hyperfine relaxation in normal metals
In simple metals and degenerate semiconductors, the Korringa law is expected [120, 133]
1
T1
=
256pi3
9~
γ2n
γ2e
n2|φ(0)|4χ2 · kBT , (36)
with gyromagnetic ratio γn of the nuclei and γe of the electrons, electron spin suscepti-
bility χ and n |φ(0)|2 is the electron density at the nuclear site. Indeed, this temperature
dependence is observed in much more highly-doped bulk GaAs (n = 2 × 1018 cm−3)
[183] measured with NMR above 1K, but is not seen in the present samples.
4.7.4 Field dependence of the nuclear relaxation and the correlated local
environment
To learn more about the mechanism of NSR present here, we investigate the BX de-
pendence of T−11 , shown in the upper inset of Fig. 15 at 10K. Note that BZ = 0 during
the decay step of the T1 measurement. A clear reduction of relaxation rates is seen for
increasing BX , as expected for applied fields comparable with BL, which is the local
rms field acting on each individual nuclear spin, including nuclear dipole-dipole fields
Bd and electronic Knight fields. The theoretically expected rate is [135, 185]
T−11 (B) = a
B2 + δ(5/3)B2L
B2 + (5/3)B2L
, (37)
with large-field rate a = T−11 (B  BL). Note that the zero-field rate T−11 (B = 0) = δa
and the correlation parameter δ is ranging from 2 for uncorrelated to 3 for fully spatially
correlated fields BL. Independent measurements give a very small B-field offset <
0.1 mT, which we assume to be zero here. We perform a fit and obtain δ = 3.0± 0.3,
BL = 1 ± 0.2mT and a = (9.6 ± 1.5) × 10−4 s−1. The dashed curve shows a best-fit
with δ = 2, clearly inconsistent with the present data. Taking the B-dependence from
δ = 3 theory (solid curve, upper inset Fig. 15), this brings the spin-valve NSR rate at
BX = −1.5mT into very good agreement with NMR data measured at B ∼ 1.6 T and
the same T = 10K [183] (blue circle). Since δ = 3, BL is spatially highly correlated
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with a local field BL much larger than the estimated Bd ∼ 0.1mT [105] alone. This
suggests an electronically induced hyperfine mechanism causing NSR, due to electrons
extended on a length scale much larger than the lattice constant a0 = 5.7Å.
4.7.5 Metallic resistivity in the impurity band
Since NSR appears to be electron mediated, we now discuss electronic transport mea-
surements characterizing the epilayer. The lower inset of Fig. 15 shows ρ(T ) from van
der Pauw measurements done on separate samples from the same wafer. Clearly, metal-
lic behavior (dρ/dT > 0) is seen for T < 10 K, as expected for the present doping
of 5 × 1016 cm−3, well above the well-known MIT in GaAs at nc ∼ 2× 1016 cm−3 [26].
However, ρ(T ) is only weakly T -dependent below 4K and follows (ρ(T )−ρ0) ∝ T 0.9±0.2
for 0.1 K ≤ T ≤ 1 K, deviating from the expected ∝ −T 1/2 for the weak localization
and Altshuler-Aronov corrections in 3D [184]. We note that the simple Fermi liquid
(FL) ∝ T 2 is not expected here [186]. Above 10K, ρ(T ) shows simple thermal acti-
vation of donors [183]. The carrier density at 4K is the same as at base temperature
(within measurement error), therefore excluding significant T -dependent carrier local-
ization below 4K. Further, a perpendicular magnetic field has no significant effect for
B < 5 T and gives a positive magnetoresistance at larger fields. Therefore, the resis-
tivity data shows clear metallic behavior, lacking any hints of incipient localization.
In addition, control experiments have confirmed that the highly-doped surface layer
does not significantly contribute to lateral transport apart from facilitating the spin
injection. The interaction parameter rS = EC/EF is about 0.6, with Fermi energy
EF = 7.4meV and average Coulomb energy EC = 4.1meV, indicating that the sam-
ples are approaching the interacting regime rS & 1. Further, disorder is quite strong:
kF ` ∼ 1.7, with a transport mean free path ` = 15 nm for T < 10K. Therefore, the epi-
layer behaves like a degenerately doped semiconductor showing clear metallic behavior,
in the interacting and strongly disordered regime.
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4.7.6 Breakdown of the Korringa law in a disordered, interacting metal
Returning now to the NSR mechanism, the Korringa formula eq. (36) (where free elec-
trons were assumed) would need to be properly recalculated, including the combined
effects of disorder and interactions not far from the MIT. In lack of an appropriate
theory in this regime, naively, a renormalized, temperature dependent electron spin
susceptibility χ(T ) can be introduced in eq. (36) [184, 187–192]. Here, χ ∝ T−β with
β = 0.2± 0.02 would be required to result in T−11 ∝ T 0.6 as measured, assuming no
other T dependencies in eq. (36). While β = 0 corresponds to a regular FL, β = 0.2 is
in good agreement with expectations (0 < β < 1) for the regime often associated with
coexistence of localized moments and itinerant electron states well within the metallic
density range [37, 38]. Also, such a low-temperature divergence of the spin suscepti-
bility χ ∝ T−β has been observed in other semiconductors for n & nc above but not
far from the MIT [36, 193, 194]. The density dependence of β would be interesting to
investigate, indeed, but is beyond the scope of this study.
4.8 Inhomogeneity of the nuclear polarization and double satel-
lite peaks
Finally, we investigate nuclear spin inhomogeneities apparent in the Hanle measure-
ments. When fixing BZ = 0 during initialization, significantly broadened satellite
peaks result, see Fig. 16(a)/(b), though the extracted NSR rates remain unchanged
within experimental error (not shown). As seen by comparing Fig. 14(c) with Fig. 16(b),
sweeping BZ (during initialization) has the effect to narrow the Hanle peaks, apparently
homogenizing the nuclear spins.
Further, we find additional satellite peaks, see Fig. 16(c)/(d), suggesting two distinct
species of electrons and/or nuclear polarization regions. We note that the extra satel-
lites are visible whenever they are sufficiently sharp and well-enough separated, inde-
pendent of the current direction and the sign of BX . Further studies are needed to
elucidate these additional satellite peaks as well as inhomogeneity effects.
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Figure 16: (a) and (b) are Hanle probe sweeps with BZ = 0 during initialization,
showing broadened Hanle peaks but resulting in very similar NSR rates (not shown).
(c) and (d): Double satellite peaks in slow Hanle measurements (0.25mT/s) become
visible (arrows in (c)) for BX > 0.8mT.
4.9 First summary
In summary, using a new, versatile method to measure NSR in spin-valve devices, we
report the breakdown of the Korringa-law in GaAs doped a factor of ∼ 2.5 above the
MIT displaying clearly metallic conductivity. Over a factor of 100 in T , the NSR rate
follows a rather weak power-law 1/T1 ∝ T 0.6, resulting in relatively strong coupling
and NSR rates enhanced beyond the Korringa law at low-T , potentially useful for
nuclear cooling. This power-law is consistent with a weakly diverging electron spin
susceptibility χ ∝ T−0.2 in the simultaneously interacting and disordered metallic-
regime not far from the MIT currently lacking appropriate theory.
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5 Transport spectroscopy of disordered graphene
quantum dots etched into a single graphene flake
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Department of Physics, University of Basel, Klingelbergstrasse 82, CH-4056 Basel,
Switzerland
Abstract
We present transport measurements of graphene dots of sizes 45, 60 and 80 nm
etched into a single graphene flake, allowing a size comparison avoiding effects
from different flakes. The transport gap and Coulomb energies increase with
decreasing dot size, as expected, and display a strong correlation, suggesting the
same physical origin for both, i.e. disorder-induced localization. A dominant role
of disorder is further substantiated by the gate dependence and the magnetic field
behavior, allowing only approximate identification of the electron-hole crossover
and spin filling sequences. Finally, we extract a g-factor consistent with g = 2
within the error bars.
This chapter will be submitted for publication in Nano Letters.
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5.1 Introduction
Spins in condensed matter systems have become an important field of research moti-
vated by spintronics and quantum information and the underlying fundamental physics.
Graphene has several exceptional properties [48] and is an exciting material promising
long spin relaxation and coherence times as a result of weak spin-orbit interaction and
weak hyperfine effects due to the predominant natural abundance of the nuclear-spin
free 12C [12, 14]. Recent progress taking micron-scale 2D systems [44, 45] to nano-scale
ribbons and quantum dots has opened the door to study the physics of confined charges
and spins in graphene [77, 93, 195–198], paving the way towards nano-device applica-
tions. Challenges include overcoming the gapless nature of graphene [77, 195, 196],
defining tunnel barriers [197], and achieving controlled tunability of devices [199].
Despite these significant advances, most experiments in graphene nano-devices are cur-
rently dominated by disorder, often masking the intrinsic (graphene) physics. Disorder
is thought to arise from surface, substrate and edge imperfections as well as intrin-
sic graphene defects. Investigating and suppressing disorder is therefore crucial for
further progress. Further, when studying graphene nano-devices, it is important to
change the relevant parameters such as dot size or ribbon width without significantly
or qualitatively changing disorder.
5.2 Device structure and fabrication
Here, we report electronic transport spectroscopy of quantum dots of three different
sizes fabricated on the same graphene sheet with essentially identical disorder broad-
ening of the Landau levels across the entire graphene flake.
The devices are approximately square-shaped graphene quantum dots with designed
widths w = 45, 60, and 80 nm placed on the same graphene sheet exfoliated from
HOPG onto a Si wafer [9] with a backgate separated by a 294 nm thick oxide [200].
Ti/Au (5/40 nm) contacts are defined via standard e-beam lithography (EBL). Dots
with slightly narrower connections to the graphene reservoirs are etched with an Ar/O2
plasma using a PMMA-mask predefined in a second EBL step. The insets in Figure
17a-c show AFM images of each dot. The fabricated devices are a few nm smaller in
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diameter than designed due to slight under-etching. Graphene regions separated from
the dots by 15-25 nm wide etched trenches are also contacted and used for side gating
the dots individually with side gate voltage VSG. The overall charge density can be
tuned with back gate voltage BBG.
Two-terminal measurements in the quantum Hall regime [201] using bulk regions of
the flake showed it to be single-layer graphene. We extract a field-effect mobility
of about 3’000 cm2/Vs at a density of 2 x 1011 cm−2 before removal of PMMA. This
mobility is a lower bound as the PMMA was removed prior to the measurements
presented below. High-field Landau level broadening in the four graphene regions
surrounding the three quantum dots distributed across the ∼ 20µm long graphene
sheet was essentially identical in each region, indicating homogeneous disorder across
the entire graphene flake and therefore for all three dots, allowing a size-comparison
of transport properties without significantly changing disorder. The backgate voltage
VBG = 0 except where stated otherwise. Measurements are performed in a dilution
refrigerator unit at T = 4K and T ∼ 100mK (electron temperature). Conductance
across the graphene nano ribbons (GNRs) is probed with a standard lock-in technique
using a small ac modulation on top of a variable dc-bias.
5.3 Observation of the low-temperature transport gap in
graphene quantum dots
First, we investigate the transport gap as a function of side gate voltage VSG for each
dot, shown in Figure 17a-c at 4K. Around the charge neutrality point (CNP) located
within a few volts from zero gate voltage similar for all dots, we find a strongly sup-
pressed conductance with sharp characteristic Coulomb blockade (CB) peaks over a
wide range of gate voltages and strong conductance fluctuations at elevated densities,
both typical for GNR devices measured at low temperatures [77, 196–198]. The extent
in side gate voltage ∆VSG of this transport gap region is extracted by evaluating the
maximum difference between gate voltages where the valley conductance is suppressed
below 10−4 e2/h as indicated by the gray bars in Figure 17a-c. The resulting transport
gap, shown in Figure 17d, is strongly size dependent, giving larger gaps for the smaller
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Figure 17: Transport gaps at 4K. (a)-(c) Zero dc-bias differential conductance g as
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devices, as expected [77, 79, 203].
5.4 Size dependence of the transport gap
Several theories predict the formation of a confinement gap Eg in graphene, including
tight-binding [80], ab-initio [82], Anderson localization [204], and many-body theory
[202], all giving similar results. The latter suggests a width w dependence given by
Eg ∼ w−1e−(w/w0) (with decay length w0), which is widely used to analyze experimen-
tal results and also fits our data ∆VSG(w) quite well using w0 = 29.4 ± 4.2nm (see
Fig.1(d)). However, converting ∆VSG to energy (δE = αSG ·∆VSG) using an average
lever arm αSG = 0.117 ±0.049 eV/V extracted from CB diamonds (see below, Fig.2(c))
results in an absolute energy scale of several eV , far exceeding predictions for a sim-
ple confinement induced band gap by about two orders of magnitude. Therefore, the
transport gap ∆VSG most likely is not due to geometric confinement only. Further, the
appearance of numerous CB peaks (rather than a large region of very low conductance)
and conductance fluctuations surrounding the transport gap indicate the strong influ-
ence of disorder. A large transport gap could then result from disorder localization and
Coulomb blockade in presence of a much smaller confinement gap necessary to inhibit
Klein tunneling [53].
5.5 Edge roughness and charged impurities
Possible sources of this disorder include graphene defects and edge disorder, trapped
charges nearby, partially due to adsorbates and PMMA residues which are clearly
visible in AFM images throughout the devices (see Figure 17, insets), as well as other
substrate and surface disorder. However, since all dots are fabricated on the same
graphene sheet showing nearly identical Landau level broadening in all regions across
its length, we expect this disorder to be of similar quality for the three dots. We note
that the importance of a fabrication induced edge roughness of the order of a few nm
should increase from the 80 nm to the 45 nm device, where it is reaching 10% of the
device width [86, 204].
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5.6 Size dependence of Coulomb blockade in graphene quantum
dots
Clear Coulomb diamonds are seen in finite bias measurements for all three dots, shown
in Figure 18a,b for the larger dots at 100mK, indicating the formation of a tunnel
coupled quantum dot in the transport gap region. We find signatures of excited states
in sequential tunneling (typically at ∼meV energies), but also cotunneling features.
We extract the addition energies EA and VSG lever arms from similar data extending
over a larger VSG-range for the two larger dots, shown in Figure 18c. Both dots show
similar lever arms, as expected due to similar geometry, roughly independent of VSG.
The addition energies are larger in the smaller dot, on average, as expected. Further,
a maximum in EA as a function of VSG – indicated by the blue dashed curves – is
seen close to the bulk CNP, roughly marking the electron-to-hole crossover. However,
we cannot identify the zero-occupation diamond and the absolute charge-number in
these dots, though the expected confinement-induced band gap [82] is comparable to
the observed addition energies. Overall, the findings strongly indicate predominant
transport across single quantum dots within these devices.
The size dependence of the average addition energy 〈EA〉 obtained from Coulomb
diamond measurements over a large gate voltage range is shown in Figure 2d (red
squares), in good agreement with previous reports of similar size devices (black circles)
[196, 197, 199, 205, 206]. Decent agreement is found with 〈EA〉 = /w [202] (see dashed
curve), resulting in  = 870 ± 70meVnm, in agreement with expectations for single
dots [202] and with other experiments [77, 79]. Interestingly, for the present three dots,
we find a clear correlation between the average addition energy 〈EA〉 and the transport
gap size ∆VSG (see inset Figure 2d), suggesting the same physical origin for both energy
scales.
5.7 Single- to double-dot transitions by electrostatic tuning
However, we also find a number of overlapping diamonds or diamonds that do not close
at low bias, indicating formation of double or multiple dots [210] in a repeatable way
(during the same cool down) as a function of gate voltage. This is further substantiated
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Figure 18: Coulomb diamonds (a),(b) Differential conductance (color scale) as a
function of source-drain voltage VSD and side gate voltage VSG at T ∼ 100 mK of the
60 and 80 nm dots, as labeled. (c) Addition energies (left axis, open symbols) and
corresponding VSG lever arms (right axis, filled symbols) from Coulomb diamonds as
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guide to the eye, indicating a peak in EA at the CNP for both dots, also confirmed by
B⊥ data, see text. (d) Size-dependence of the average addition energy 〈EA〉 (squares).
Error bars denote standard deviation. Circles are from Refs. [196, 197, 199, 203, 205–
209]. The dashed curve is an /w fit with  = 870 ± 70meVnm, see text. The inset
shows 〈EA〉 vs. ∆VSG with a line fit (dashed black) indicating a strong correlation.
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by VSG and VBG scans shown in Figure 19a,b. Regions in gate space of single-sloped,
parallel lines arising from a single dot are alternating (again repeatable in gate volt-
age) with non-parallel, honey-comb like features [195, 206, 211], indicating double or
multiple-dot formation [212] reflecting the pronounced disorder potential. As gate volt-
age is changed monotonously, the dot appears to sporadically rearrange its geometry,
deforming between a simple, single dot and more complicated configurations.
Nevertheless, we observe good agreement of the addition energies and the calculated
gate capacitances following a simple parallel plate capacitor model and using the rela-
tive gate leverarms for the 60 and 80nm device. This is different for the 45 nm device
as the etched trenches separating the GNR from its side gates are no longer small
compared to the dot size giving additional contributions. We conclude that apart from
disorder induced variations of the confinement potential our short GNRs mainly form
single quantum dots.
5.8 The electron-hole crossover of graphene quantum dots in
perpendicular magnetic fields
We now turn to perpendicular magnetic field B⊥ measurements, shown in Figure 3c-
e for all three dots at VSD = 0 and T = 100mK. Besides a strong variation of the
peak conductance, the peak positions of the 80 nm-device bend towards VSG ∼ 5V for
large B⊥, as expected for the 0th graphene Landau level at the CNP [207, 213, 214].
Therefore, we can extract the CNP in this device to be located around 5V, consistent
with the highest value of EA found for VSG = 4.8V (Figure 2c). Similarly, for the
60 nm device, the electron-hole crossover is found around VSG ∼ 1V, again consistent
with the previously determined maximal EA at VSG = 1.25V (Figure 2c), though for
this devices the B⊥ bending of the peaks is weaker. Therefore, the CNPs in both dots
are separated by only a few Volts, both close to zero. Landau level bending becomes
visible at high fields when the magnetic length lB =
√
~/eB is much smaller than the
device size w [213, 214], making the effect weakest in the smallest dot (Figure 3e).
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Figure 19: Gate-gate sweeps and B⊥ peak motion: (a),(b) Differential conduc-
tance showing CB peaks as a function of VSG and VBG at 4K. Parallel lines indicating
single dot behavior alternate with wiggly and merging features that can arise from
multiple-dot formation (repeatable). (c)-(e) CB peak evolution in a perpendicular
field B⊥ of the 80, 60 and 45 nm dots at 100mK. At large B⊥, peaks bend towards the
graphene zero Landau-level around the electron-hole transition (VSG ∼ 5V for 80 nm
dot, and VSG ∼ 1V for 60 nm dot), more clearly visible for the larger dots, see text.
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5.9 Orbital effects of perpendicular fields on spin-pairs
Beyond Landau levels, paired peak motion due to consecutive filling of the same orbital
with opposite spins (spin pairs) can also be observed in the B⊥ dependence. Here, this
is most clearly visible for the largest device (where the B⊥ effect is most pronounced),
where some pairs particularly at high and low densities away from the CNP exhibit
reproducible parallel evolution over a significant range in B⊥, see e.g. Figure 19c, 3V
< VSG < 4.5V. However, the low-density region around the CNP which is more strongly
affected by disorder [214] appears more complicated and clear pairs could not be found,
similar to the smaller dots, which are also more weakly coupled to the reservoirs. These
efforts are further hampered by disorder driven dot rearrangements (single to double
dot transitions as a function of VSG) as described before and sporadic switching in gate
voltage observed in these devices.
5.10 Graphene quantum dots in parallel magnetic fields
The evolution of the CB peak spacing in an in-plane magnetic field B‖ reflects the spin
filling sequence. In graphene quantum dots, spin-orbit coupling can be assumed to be
very weak and the Landé g-factor g ∼ 2. For dot-diameters d < 100 nm, the orbital level
spacing ∆ 1meV remains much larger then the Zeeman splitting EZ = gµBB (with
Bohr magneton µB) for B‖ ≤ 10T. In this case, and if electron-electron interactions
are negligible, one might expect a simple alternating Pauli spin sequence giving peak
spacings which increase or decrease with slope gµB. B‖-independent peak spacings
(slope zero), however, would be absent in this simple picture, since these indicate a
filling of two subsequent identical spins induced by interactions [215], resulting in total
spin S > 1/2.
Figure 20a,b shows the CB peak positions of the 80 nm and 60 nm devices at 100mK as
a function of B‖ (separate cool down) over a range of VSG including the electron-hole
transitions. We fit Gaussians to the CB peaks to obtain the peak positions and evaluate
the peak spacing as a function of B‖. While some peak spacings show the expected
slopes (zero or ±gµB), others exhibit more complicated, nonlinear B‖ dependence. This
could be due to disorder driven dot-rearrangements as a function of VSG as mentioned
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Figure 20: (a),(b) CB peaks as a function of sidegate voltage and in-plane
magnetic field for the 80nm and 60nm dot, respectively (Te ≈ 100 mK). (c),(d)
spacings for a selection of peaks from (a) and (b)(labeled A-I), which show a roughly
linear evolution with B|| (spacings are offset for clarity). Black dashed lines show slopes
expected for the Zeemann effect with g = 2. (e) g factors extracted from line fits (solid
red) to peak spacings in (c)(open circles) and (d)(closed squares). Vertical positions
are offset to align with the according spacings in (c) and (d).
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above, a slight B‖ misalignment with a resulting B⊥ component of B‖ (a few degrees
here) or other orbital coupling of B‖, for examples by threading flux through the
graphene surface ripples [216].
5.11 Extraction of the graphene g factor from Coulomb block-
ade peak splitting
In an attempt to avoid these B‖ complications, we select peaks spacings approximately
linear over a sufficiently large range of B‖ without rejecting any slope, plotted in
Figure 20c,d (offset for clarity), also labeled (A-I and α-) above their corresponding
peaks in Figure 20a,b. We extract the slopes with best fits (solid red lines) and also
indicate the closest standard slope (dashed black lines, slopes 0, ±gµB) for comparison,
using the average lever arms previously measured from Coulomb diamonds of each dot.
The resulting g-factors are summarized in Figure 20e for both dots. While in several
cases, good agreement with the expected g ∼ 2 is found (see e.g. A,B,C,G,I), we also
notice horizontal, B‖ independent peak spacings indicating non-trivial spin filling (e.g.
E and H). Further, slopes strongly deviating from g = 2 are also seen, which is not
surprising considering the B‖ issues mentioned before. Nevertheless, averaging over the
data in Figure 20e from both dots, we obtain g = 2.7±1.1 (excluding the obvious near-
zero points?), consistent with g = 2 as expected and in line with other experiments
[93, 217, 218].
5.12 Second summary
In summary, we have presented transport spectroscopy of graphene quantum dots
on the same graphene flake with nearly identical disorder broadening. This allows a
size comparison without changing disorder, displaying the expected size dependence
of transport and Coulomb gaps as well as clear correlation between both, suggesting
disorder induced localization as a physical origin for both effects. Even though the
electron-hole transitions could not be precisely located (± few electrons) and the spin
filling sequences were not fully tractable, both ultimately due to disorder, the average
g-factor is consistent with g = 2, though with significant error bar. Overall, the
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combined data clearly draw a consistent picture of pronounced disorder effects which
are masking the interesting low-density, few electron regime in these graphene devices.
For future nano-graphene experiments, it will therefore be very important to investigate
and suppress disorder, e.g. by removal of substrate [219] and adsorbate disorder, by a
high degree of control over the graphene edges [88–90] and elimination of any residual
intrinsic graphene defects.
The authors thank G. Burkhard and B. Trauzettel for helpful discussions. This work
was supported by the University of Basel, the Swiss Nanoscience Institute (SNI), Swiss
NSF, NCCR nano, and NCCR QSIT.
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6 Summary and Outlook
Graphene nanostructures
All graphene nanostructures, including the ones presented in this thesis, show severe
effects of disorder and thereby do not show much of the predicted specifics of graphene
compared to conventional semiconductor quantum devices. On the contrary, in bulk
graphene experiments, e.g. µm-sized Hall bar structures, where the influence of the
edges is negligible graphene specific effects including a ν = 0 insulating phase along
with fractional quantum Hall states [220, 221] and a Zeeman-induced spin Hall effect
[222, 223] have been observed in situations of reduced charge disorder. However, both
charge and edge disorder have been shown to be a major problem for confined devices
and applied fabrication techniques.
As pronounced charge disorder effects are seen in all kind of experiments on single-layer
graphene devices, many groups have investigated possible ways around it. The first
step mostly includes suspending the device by removing the substrate and with that
the related charged impurities. In most samples this turned out to be not enough,
as the graphene flakes usually get contaminated during processing with adsorbates
and residues from resists. Therefore, current-annealing is regularly used to clean sus-
pended devices via ohmic heating in vacuum [159]. This very promising procedure
requires pretty good device robustness (e.g. current carrying capability) and therefore
will always have a limited yield, especially for fragile graphene nanostructures. An al-
ternative route might be to use ultra-clean and atomically flat hexagonal boron nitride
crystals as a substrate material which has been shown to support very high mobility
devices and is believed to reduce the inherent rippling of graphene flakes giving way to
very small residual densities.
For graphene nanostructures also a series of studies concerning the fabrication of con-
trolled edge termination has recently been started. As mentioned before, this includes
physical methods like unzipping of carbon nanotubes [88], anisotropic dry-etching of
graphene [89] and cautious exfoliation of natural GNRs relying on preferential cleavage
along symmetry directions of the honeycomb structure [90, 91].
Preliminary experiments in the latter direction were done in our lab using a poly-
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Figure 21: Natural graphene nanoribbons with predominant armchair ter-
mination. a, Atomic force microscopy image of three single-layer ribbons exfoliated
with a PDMS stamp. The straight and aligned edges suggest a preferential cleaving
direction. b, Relative intensity of the Raman D- and G-band for the 50nm and the 1
µm ribbon in a for various angles between excitation polarization and ribbon edges. As
the D-mode is not active on clean zigzag edges and the data follows a cos2 dependence,
this indicates mainly armchair edge termination of these ribbons.
dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) stamp instead of adhesive tapes to cleave and transfer
graphene flakes from a graphite source. We regularly find ribbon-shaped few-layer
graphene and graphite flakes with widths of several 100 nm and lengths up to 10 µm.
Very rarely we can also identify single-layer GNRs with widths below 100 nm. Figure
21a shows an example of three such natural GNRs of 50nm, 200nm and 1µm width,
respectively. The atomic force microscopy measurements in Fig. 21a suggest overall
straight edges over almost the entire ribbon length.
Raman spectroscopy, see Fig. 21b, in dependence of the relative orientation of
excitation polarization and ribbon edges further indicates a clear predominance of
armchair termination for this device as the D-mode is not active at clean zigzag edges
and the relative intensity I(D)/I(G) of the graphene-specific Raman D- and G-band
follows a cos2 dependence [224]. Nevertheless, the fact that I(D) does not vanish for
perpendicular polarization is a sign for either a principal armchair edge with saw-tooth
±60◦ armchair segments or edge disorder like point defects and edge reconstructions.
Unfortunately, contacting with metallic electrodes using e-beam lithography (sample
PDMS-II, see List of Samples - Appendix) resulted in insulating contacts, most likely
due to residues covering the ribbon surface or due to problems arising from a possible
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Schottky-barrier at the metal-GNR interface. However, this might be a comparably
simple way to fabricate graphene nanostructures with a more controlled edge structure
than what is achieved with etching through lithography defined masks.
More recently, some effort was put into the technique of anisotropic dry-etching in our
group, namely by Dorothee Hug. Exposure of graphene to a hydrogen plasma has been
shown to selectively etch away carbon atoms from armchair sites via hydrogenation
of edge-atoms and methane formation [225]. The idea is to etch bulk graphene layers
into zig-zag terminated structures starting from holes predefined via lithography and
isotropic oxygen-plasma etching [89]. This method of edge structuring would allow a
flexible and more controlled fabrication of different device structures and sizes when
compared to the alternative approaches described above.
Nuclear spins in low-doped semiconductors
The breakdown of the Korringa law observed in our experiments might by taken as
good or bad news, depending on the respective point of few. For the method of adi-
abatic demagnetization cooling, employed to cool semiconductor devices to ultra-low
temperatures, the increase of the nuclear relaxation rate above the expectation from
the Korringa law can be seen as an advantage as it enables faster equilibration between
the electron and nuclear spin systems.
As the measured T1 times are still extremely long (∼ 1h) the slightly enhanced re-
laxation is of no significance even for schemes which rely on long nuclear lifetimes like
usage of the nuclear spins as quantum memory [226]. Electron spin coherence, however,
is limited not by the decay of the average nuclear polarization but by fluctuations of
the local Overhauser field which would be suppressed only for fully polarized nuclear
spins [12]. As 100% polarization is hard to realize but might be achievable in a fer-
romagnetic nuclear state possibly induced by RKKY-type interaction between nuclei
mediated by the electrons in a 2DEG[227], it is interesting to look at the impact that
interactions and disorder within the electron system have on the dynamics of the nu-
clear spins of the host lattice. The specific regime somewhat close to the MIT where we
observe the unexpected nuclear relaxation, probably is most relevant for spin-coherent
semiconductor devices as it provides extremely long electron spin lifetimes [228–230].
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To substantiate our observations and gain detailed insight into the responsible relax-
ation mechanism a number of related experiments are possible.
First of all, nuclear spin relaxation times and especially their temperature dependence
should be measured for increased doping densities. This would allow to find the transi-
tion to the Korringa-regime previously observed at n ∼ 1× 1018 cm−3 [183] and would
enable a comparison with the evolution of other thermodynamic properties away from
the MIT [31, 33]. Such experiments using the spin valve geometry and the measure-
ment scheme introduced here are easily possible using an increased doping level in the
bulk layer. The feasible density range might be limited as spin injection and detec-
tion across Schottky barriers will become difficult at high bulk densities due to the
prerequisite of thin barriers with large contact resistances [162].
Second, the relaxation measurements could be extended to a wider magnetic field range
to achieve further confidence on the amount of local correlation and the local field ob-
served by each nucleus. This is easily possible by slight adaption of the measurement
scheme presented here, which is by now limited to fields BX . 2mT below the coer-
cive fields of the Fe contacts. For measurements of the relaxation in fields above the
coercive fields one needs to re-align the magnetizations by an additional in-plane field
sweep prior to the probe scans, which should not affect the measured relaxation times
apart from intrinsic field dependencies.
Further, it would be interesting to measure the nuclear T1 times at even lower temper-
atures using better thermalization in the dilution refrigerator or even more advanced
cooling methods. This would allow to map out the temperature range in which nuclear
relaxation by delocalized electrons dominates. At very low temperatures this will be
ultimately limited by relaxation via fixed magnetic moments and nuclear spin diffusion.
The signatures of nuclear inhomogeneities and the not well-understood appearance
of the double satellite peaks require further studies with different device geometries
and layouts. Extending the ferromagnetic contacts over the full width of the active
transport layer will help to avoid problems due to lateral charge current spread. Ad-
ditionally, with the help of several, closely spaced Fe-contacts it would be possible to
artificially create nuclear spin polarization patterns in a controlled way. This could pro-
vide important information on the detailed influence of inhomogeneity on the detected
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spin signals.
Ultimately, it would be very interesting to realize similar experiments in more confined
structures like a GaAs/AlGaAs 2DEG, probably closer to actual spin-coherent devices,
where interaction effects are generally stronger. Electrical spin injection and detection
from ferromagnetic contacts into 2DEGs are currently suffering severe problems [1] but
other methods like spin polarized currents from quantum point contacts as spin source
[231] might open the way for interesting experiments probing the interplay of electron
and nuclear spins in such systems.
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Appendix - List of Samples
name picture device info
GI 2374-I
(finished 08/12/08)
[damaged]
width = 1 µm
length = 12 µm
contact distance = 3 µm
probe width = 260 nm
GI 2374-II
(finished 20/01/09)
[damaged]
dot diameter = 35 nm
barrier width = 20 nm
trench width = 15 nm
QPC width = 30 nm
GI 2374-III
(finished 28/01/09)
[damaged]
dot diameter = 50 nm
barrier width = 35 nm
QPC width = 30 nm
GI 2372
(finished 09/02/09)
dot diameter = 43, 58, and 77 nm
barrier width = 38, 55, and 70 nm
trench width = 15-25 nm
GD016
(finished 27/11/08)
[damaged]
GNR width = 80 nm
GNR length = 165 nm
QPC width = 68 nm
trench width = 65 nm
GD019
(finished 29/10/08)
[damaged]
dot diameter = 35 nm
barrier width = 25 nm
QPC width = 30 nm
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GD020
(finished 10/11/08)
[damaged]
dot diameter = 35 nm
barrier width = 25 nm
QPC width = 30 nm
PDMS-II
(finished 02/08/11)
[insulating con-
tacts]
GNR width = 50 nm
contact separation = 47, 130, and
250 nm
contact width = 220 - 240 nm
IQEII
A8_e-beam_D
(finished 07/07/09)
2 devices
Fe-bar width = 1, 2, and 6 µm
edge to edge = 4.5 and 3 µm
length = 60 µm
reference distance = 100 µm
IQEII
A8_e-beam_CL
(finished 07/07/09)
1 device
Fe-bar width = 1, 2, and 6 µm
edge to edge = 4.5 and 6 µm
length = 60 µm
reference distance = 100 µm
IQEII A21bI
(finished 24/02/11)
unprocessed sur-
face
l1 = 5.75 mm
l2 = 5.0 mm
van der Pauw geometry
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IQEII A21bII
(finished 24/02/11)
5 min sputtered
l1 = 5.75 mm
l2 = 4.1 mm
van der Pauw geometry
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pattern shown in b,. Plotted is the LL index versus n/B of the according max-
ima in ρxx expected to give a line according to equation (9). The solid line is a
fit giving good agreement with expectations (see text) with α = 1.046 (±0.008)
mT µm2 and β = −0.585±0.031 to be compared with conventional 2D systems
with a Berry’s phase of integer multiples of 2pi (dashed line, β=0). . . . . . . 15
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valve device scheme for separation of charge- and spin-transport in the non-
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5 Bias-dependence of the non-local spin-valve signal at 4K. a, Exem-
plary spin valve traces for different injection bias currents, as indicated. The
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6 Hanle line shape of the GaAs epilayer at 4K. Standard Hanle measure-
ment data (red) with scanning BZ at BX=0 and parallel magnetization of the
injector and detector contact. V0 is a subtracted, parabolic background voltage
generally found in lateral spin valve geometries. The injection current is set to
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7 Emergence of the nuclear depolarization peak at low temperatures.
a, Spin valve measurements as a function of applied field BX for two dif-
ferent temperatures. At 40 K (upper traces offset by 6 µV for clarity) the
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dynamics compared to the ramp speed during measurements (0.25 mT/s). b,
and c, Results from Lorentzian fits (red) to the depolarization peak in a show-
ing linear dependence of the width for BZ > 1 mT and a saturation at low
fields together with a dip in the peak height. Solid curves in b and c are fits
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Spin valve measurements for increased delay times for which the DNP is shut
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11 Signatures of the nuclear depolarization peak in dependence of in-
plane field orientation. a, Spin valve measurements for a full rotation of the
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12 Signatures of nuclear spin polarization in Hanle measurements. a
and b, Hanle measurements at 4 K. Displayed is VNL (in b as color scale)
versus BZ applied perpendicular to the sample plane for various BX . The same
parabolic background is subtracted for all BZ sweeps (0.34mT/s). Dashed lines
correspond to cuts shown in a. We use the satellite peaks seen for BX < 0 as
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13 (a) Illustration of spin-valve device and measurement setup. (b) Hanle mea-
surements at 4K with satellite peaks indicating the nuclear Overhauser field
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fits (solid lines) give excellent agreement, and long T1 times characteristic of
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15 The nuclear spin relaxation rate 1/T1 versus temperature measured for two cool
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16 (a) and (b) are Hanle probe sweeps with BZ = 0 during initialization, showing
broadened Hanle peaks but resulting in very similar NSR rates (not shown).
(c) and (d): Double satellite peaks in slow Hanle measurements (0.25mT/s)
become visible (arrows in (c)) for BX > 0.8mT. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65
17 Transport gaps at 4K. (a)-(c) Zero dc-bias differential conductance g as
a function of side gate voltage VSG for each dot as labeled. The gray bars
indicate the transport gap ∆VSG, defined as the VSG range around the charge
neutrality point where the valley conductances remain smaller than 10−4 e2/h.
The insets show AFM-images (all scale bars 50 nm). White speckles presumably
are PMMA or other residues. (d) Transport gap ∆VSG determined from (a)-(c)
(open circles) as a function of dot size. The solid curve is a fit to Ref. [202],
see text. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69
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18 Coulomb diamonds (a),(b) Differential conductance (color scale) as a func-
tion of source-drain voltage VSD and side gate voltage VSG at T ∼ 100 mK of the
60 and 80 nm dots, as labeled. (c) Addition energies (left axis, open symbols)
and corresponding VSG lever arms (right axis, filled symbols) from Coulomb
diamonds as in (a) and (b) but with extended VSG range. Blue curves (parabo-
las) are shown as a guide to the eye, indicating a peak in EA at the CNP for
both dots, also confirmed by B⊥ data, see text. (d) Size-dependence of the
average addition energy 〈EA〉 (squares). Error bars denote standard deviation.
Circles are from Refs. [196, 197, 199, 203, 205–209]. The dashed curve is an
/w fit with  = 870 ± 70meVnm, see text. The inset shows 〈EA〉 vs. ∆VSG
with a line fit (dashed black) indicating a strong correlation. . . . . . . . . . . 72
19 Gate-gate sweeps and B⊥ peak motion: (a),(b) Differential conductance
showing CB peaks as a function of VSG and VBG at 4K. Parallel lines indi-
cating single dot behavior alternate with wiggly and merging features that can
arise from multiple-dot formation (repeatable). (c)-(e) CB peak evolution in a
perpendicular field B⊥ of the 80, 60 and 45 nm dots at 100mK. At large B⊥,
peaks bend towards the graphene zero Landau-level around the electron-hole
transition (VSG ∼ 5V for 80 nm dot, and VSG ∼ 1V for 60 nm dot), more
clearly visible for the larger dots, see text. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 74
20 (a),(b) CB peaks as a function of sidegate voltage and in-plane mag-
netic field for the 80nm and 60nm dot, respectively (Te ≈ 100 mK). (c),(d)
spacings for a selection of peaks from (a) and (b)(labeled A-I), which show a
roughly linear evolution with B|| (spacings are offset for clarity). Black dashed
lines show slopes expected for the Zeemann effect with g = 2. (e) g factors
extracted from line fits (solid red) to peak spacings in (c)(open circles) and
(d)(closed squares). Vertical positions are offset to align with the according
spacings in (c) and (d). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76
21 Natural graphene nanoribbons with predominant armchair termina-
tion. a, Atomic force microscopy image of three single-layer ribbons exfoliated
with a PDMS stamp. The straight and aligned edges suggest a preferential
cleaving direction. b, Relative intensity of the Raman D- and G-band for the
50nm and the 1 µm ribbon in a for various angles between excitation polar-
ization and ribbon edges. As the D-mode is not active on clean zigzag edges
and the data follows a cos2 dependence, this indicates mainly armchair edge
termination of these ribbons. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80
90
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